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I I ) What wasthe avmagep&e of hardcowerboots in Canada in 19497
12) What Toronto hook store regorted

selling 28 tons of books in two
sccl~r early in 1950?
131\Vhc” and wbue did Harlequin
prim its fira title in Canada?
(4) Who
published
the
first
simultaneous hardcover and paperback editions of II new title. and
what x*vzthe title7
(51 How much dii MacmiUa” charge
for a handsome two-volume gift edido” of Don Quixote, bound in
bucbnm, stamped in gold, and
boscd. in time for Chrirtmas 19497

(61 In which wo Canadian cities did
groups of local businessmen get
together to sponsor a retail book
shop for the benetit of lhelr cm”munitirs?
17) Wlxu &or received B brief, ftvw
line obituary in 8oos’s in review
Following his dearh in a” E”gUsh
horpiml on January 21, 19507
.xw:~as TO THE above questions can be
found in PJROOK’S
in review, published by
I&&an-Hunter
between December,
1949.3nd April, 1950 -just
four issues
- Md edited by one Robert R. Robinso” and his btide of less than a year, the
former Mmian C. Sabine, ershvhile
advertishtg and promotion manager of
hIcCIelland & Stewart, Toronto. The
answrs till also be found at the end of
this article - which is just as well, since
in oil probability the only extant copies
of this short-lived tabloid ~JX on yellowd.
crumbling newprint
in our
private Ules.
wRu0K.3
i” review of 35 years ago was a
z noble (some said) expetiment tbat died
3 of advertising anemia. It started life
?J lustily enough with a” initial circulstio”
y of 50.000 across Canada, but thii was
r more than somewhat artificial. wnprk+
z it&; as it did a free distribution list made
5 up of subscribers to the Fimmcial Post
z and Canadian Homer and Ganfens~two
2 other Ma&an-Hunter
periodicals. Issue
s by ixue, however. it attracted its own
c subscribers at the bargain rate, even in
2 1950 temlr. of 52 per year, 53 for two
e yeus. What it failed to attract was the
S month-by-month advertising support of
2 Canada’s book publishers at 5500 pa

page. Typically. they used it in their two
big seasong, December and April. but we
couldn’t survive the other IO months of
the year.
There were many supporters of the
venture among the cognoscenti, but we
couldn’t pay our way with tine words

and noble sentiments. Encouraging letterscame from such literaryIightsof the
day as Thomas B. &stain, Hugh Mao
Lennan, Merrill Denison, and others.
MacLennan wrote.: “The initial copy of
BooKg in review excelled my expectations of it. I can’t say too emphatically
how necessary it is, or what a brilliant
idea it is. At a moment when the Massey
Commission is drawing crowds to their
hearings, you have cnme up with a prao
tical measure which, if it succeeds, will
be worth at least a quarter of anything
the whole Royal Commission caa hope
to accomplish. . . .‘I
What wa said back gt MadeanHunter when they tallied up the red ink

ing, Two Solitudes,and The Precipiioe),
in whfch he discussed “Why a Canadian
residence is imperative for someone like
nx..” His words still carry au important
message for write”?:
While it la true that the main task of the
novelist is to present human behsviour,
while a novelirt is good or bad in proportion to the profundity of hi insights
into experience and his truth in portraying It. it k also true that M human experience can be Used in a wcuun~. The
ersmce of say character is to be found
in his b&&our within the society
where he lives. moves, and a&. Individual ch&-actersdominateall nowk,
but no “mttu how closely your eyedye
riveted on their actions, thedeleadi”gindividuals ate “ever more than half the
book. Theotherbalf lsbackgmund; it is
the society in which tie characters of the
story live . . . . It is this fact more thsn
any other which makes it nezssw for
novelists to write of the backgrounds in
which they have grow” up. . . Our intuitions are developed early in life. So is
our sense of imagery and the direction
of our style. If a novelist writes of a
country othu than his own. he &rows
away a” advantage which has come to
him without search and tralnlag . . . It
is not too much to say that he dhards
one or the most important pat-h of his
own personality. . .
MacLennan
concluded
that the
pioneering days of serious Canadian tie
tion were nearly over i” 1949-50:
Some day, perhaps some day fairly
soon, a Canadian novel will be published which will be tme and accurate
without any oi our old and necessary
self-cmw.iousnerr. If such a book
achiever success abmad. our @ne
p&s will be over and the Uood gates
will be opened wide. Canadian bwks
will be accepted the” as part of the
Literature of the world. not as regional
cutiosltlcs or the Lentativegroping5of a

was not at all Likethat. Indeed, there was
one unforgettable final session in the oflice of then president Donald Hunter.
who ended it all with the words, “But

nobody reads books - I don’tI”
However. there were some fine
‘momentswhile it lasted.
For example., we published a lead article by Hugh MacLennan (then known
for only three novels - Buromeler Ris-

peoplestill colonial. It it because1 have
real hopethat thii time will soonactive
that I fbtd It excitingto be a writa in
Canadaduring thesedaysof pioneetbtg.

Thir’ question of Canadianirm was
very much to the fore in writing talk of
that era, and our EOOKSin nview No. 2
featured a piece by George Albert Glay
(then known as the author of Gina, Uving in Duncan, B.C. and publishing in
New York, and later editorial manager

.-.

br Harlequin, Toronto). Here is how he
,ggan:

yiliE3-&EW HEARD OF

By 0;hello Bach

Read byJoel Grey
ALEEWNDER AND THE TERRIBLE.
HORRbLE. NO GOOD. VERY BAD
DAV
By Judith Viorst
Read by Blythe Danner
DDP,4lNlC
Ey Willlam Steig
Read by Pat Carroll
STREbA NQNA MAGIC LESSON!

APdDOT’WERTOM1dieBAOLA
STORIES
By Toml De Paola

Read by Tammy

Grimes

DI~dWAURROCK

Read by Michele Valeri.
Michael Stein

BILW AND DLAZE

By Clarence W. Anderson
Read by David Cassidy
HONEY I l.OVE
Read by the author
Eloise Greenfield

WINNIE THE BOONAND
CHRISTWWERROBIN
By A. A. Milne

Read by Carol Channing
THE CAT ATE MY GYMSUIT
Read by the author
Paula Danzlger

THE WORDSOF GANDHI

Read by Ben Kingsley
Music by Ravi Shankar

HERETICSDF DUNE
Read by the author
Frank Herbert
(1994 brlngs the spectacular
movie: DUNEI)
All titles available April 1, 1984.
$i;;btleon
record or cassette
.

.

Write Caedmon For a complete
catalogue.
100 Adelaide St. W.. Ste. 1600
Toronto, Ontario M5H 1S9

Tel: (416) 362-6463

The skirmishes are at an end and tbe
battle is aboul to be joined in deadly
earnest. It promises to be bloody. On
one side are those who iv&t that a
writer in Canada must write only of
things Canadian: that his thoughts must
never linger in other lands; and that he
must beat his chest end proclaim his
Canadianism to the world. Across the
field are the exponents of the keepitsecret school of thought who firmly
believe that to admit Canadian nationality is to place oneself among the IitUe
people and the ineffectual; who think
that is little assistanceand no sympathy
for the writer in Canada and insist that a
reputation must be made elsewhere.
And the entire strlygle is confused by
‘Canadiancritics and publishers who are
unsure of their proper position and constantly switch sides . . . .
L&s treat all books, Canadian and
otherwise, exactly alike; on their merits
as books and not as national sacred
cows. But on the other Land let’s not
kick them merely beeause they are
Canadian. . . . Booksaresaleable merchandise and selling them b a business
proposition, not a matter of national
pride. We are not concerned with the
. ancestry of a cigarette manufacturer
when we purchase his product but with
the attributes of the product itself. Let’s
buy our books that way. . . .
A Further indication of where Canaill
writing stood can be found in
mother xaoxs in review article in the
%cember, 1949, issue. This, by Albertamm, New York-r&ding Robert Chrlsle., who= first novel, Inherit the Night
lad

just

been published by Farrar,

5traus:
Though autbomhip hss always been a
lonely and essentially personal art. the
practice and pleasure and despair of the
very few’. it appears to the symptbetid
observer that the Canadian writer is the
most isolated literary worker imaginable. In a country In which the Fmntier
virtues me still largely the virluep. the
man with the back and the axe can look
down on his bmthcr with the put. The
question still remains: But what can you
do? The writer is too often made to feel
that be is a luxury which no selfrespecting community can afford . . . .

And one final quote From 35 years
tgo. by William Arthur Deacon, then
itcrary editor of tbe Globe and Mail.
We asked him for a few hundwd well
Rosen words about what he considered
ro be the elements of a satisfying novel;
,his is how he ended bii contribution:
avery great novel carries deep
significance of wme kind, and Udi involves choice of subject-matter that can
logtcally be elevated to supreme importance in indiyidual lives; and novels
must be rounded out to dear conclusions. Tbe slab-of-life narrative, beginnlng and e&iii
nowhere in particular.

.-. _

and without definite meaning. is bad
construction that leaves the impression
of an author, both lazy and ignorant.
who has nothing to say worth shaping
into an effective form. capable of moving the reader.
We

had

other

notable

contributors

with noteworthy comments in our tint
Four issues, of course, but the above
may be sufficient to @e the flavour of

the product, and also to reveal the
temper of the times in Canadian writing
and publishing. We even had a humorous piece by Ernest Buckler long before
he began winning honours for his
distinguished prose.. He was identified in
our Foolnoie simply as “a magazine
writer of sane note, appearing in such
periodicals

ag

Ma&an’s,

Safuniay

and &wire.”
And. yes, our
March, 1950, ispud presented the work
of a woman writer, Nancy Jones, whose
For Goodness Sake had run tbmugb
thnze printings by the Ryerson Press. We
also carrled 94 book reviews in our four
issues: our revlcwers induded Ralph
Allen, Pierre Baton. John Clara. Leslie
Harmon, Adam Marshall, Floyd Chalmers. and even the distinguished
ELizabethan authority Dr. Malcolm
Wallace (commenting on Shakespeare
by lvor Brown).
It was fun while it lasted, but it didn’t
last long enough. Perhaps it was a few
years ahead of its time.
Night,

ANSWERS:
(1) Overall average price was $3.25 English publishers’ average 0.75:
Canadian S2.95; American S3.95.
(2) C&t at’Yonge and Chada Streets
early in 1950 promoted books by the
pound-~appoun~,livepovn&
For $1. Mostly very old and utterly
unreadable remainders. but cheap.
(3) In Winnipeg in June; 1949. Harlequin soon reported that they were
adding four tiUrr-per month and
were gearing up “for big scale national distribution.”
(4) Simon and Schuster, New York,
brought out The Caniinal by Henry
Morton Robinson in hardcover at
$3.50, and in paperback at 91.35.
That wasin 1950, and the book had
579 well-producedpages.
(5) $12.50 - “Saluted by uiUc3 as one
of the greatest literary translations
of our day. by Samuel Putnam.”
(6) In Moimon. N.B. (The Book Shop
Ltd., run by Elva Myles, opened in
1949 on Main Street). and in
Halifax (The Book Room Ltd. in
the old Chronicle Building, reutabliihed
by the group with
Howard Bend&r
as manager, a
year after be had found it necessa~
to close his original Halifax Book

Room).
0)

Eric

Blair.

otherwise

omrgeOnidl.

known

as

-ROBERT R. ROBtNylN

AS BE”TS A rLrese”tative of the Deparrment of National Revenue, the Examiner of Publications was stern when he
wore John Glassco on April 30, 1946:
“1 have given very careful and earnest
consideration to your request for a
special permit to import Burton’s
rranslation of ‘The Arabia” Nits.’
While I ca” quite appreciate your desire
fo build up your library, I do not think ir
is possible for the Department to agree
to individual shipme”ts of a book on the
prohibited llsr.”
As usual, Glassco had the last laugh,
for he did import The Book of the

Tbotaand M&s
and a M&t.
along with 523 other books, 88

It -

periodicals, and hundreds of printed and handwitten irems - is currently being
offered for sale by The Word Bookshop
in Montreal. The vendor. Adrian KingEdwards, calls it “a personal and working library.” It includes books Glassco
published under his own name as well as
those he mrole under a varieiy of
pseudonyms. Co”sp~cuous are Lhe
“dean” a”d “dkty” versions of the
wood, Gowrtws, bur perhaps the most
fewhiig ilem is a little paperback called
Tlae Temple

of

PedemHy

(Hanover

House. 19701.
The series-of tales, which deals with
rhe~ldom-olatonicrelationshirr of 17th
century &mural
warlords Ad their
page-boys, purports fo be Dr. Hideki
Okada’s translation from the Japanese
of Ihara Saikaku. with an intmducdo”
by Glassco. Actually, ir’s entirely
Glassco’s work; the author eve”
specified Ihe lurid ilhwadons execured
by Philip Core. which have titles such as
“The Three Youths Spent the Night in
Lore Play.” Tucked into his copy are
blurbs by George Bowring, Doug
Ferherling, and Margaret Atwood, collected by Glasrco for a pmspecdve
second cdidon. Atwood’s reads: “John
Glawo’s new edition of the Japa”eoe
classic, Tke Temple of P&rusty, blends

sale of Glasreo papers, not from a fellow
gOYemmE”tagency.
The 29 feet of shelf space taken up by
Glassco’s library indudes several yards
of pornography, for Glasrco was a
schoku of the subject as well as a pm&idoner. Yet in some respects Ihe pomography is the least interesting part of rhe
collection; it leans heavily to the Marquis de Sade and Leopold vo” SacherMasoch. as well as to much effluvia
from Olympia Press in Paris, the lkst
publishm of Harriet Mmwood. But
lovers of the obrcurr would adore A
Private Anthropological Ccrbinet of the
Hermaphmdile, published in New York

by the Erotica Biblio” Sociery, and
Amatory Episode in the Life of Sir C/ifford
North and Others (Cosmopolitan

Bibliophilists Sociely of Alexandria,
1900-1901).
Glassco’s interest in riding crops came
honestly: the library also covers his
activirles as founder, director, and
finally honorary chairman of the Foster
Horse Show. In a charming note v&ten
for the ninth ylnual show, held in
Foster, Que.. in 1959. Glassco tells how
one July Sunday afternoon he. his longtime friend Graen~eTaylor, and a neighbow %ere exercisirg their horses in
Mr. Glassco’s meadow beside the
Waterloo-Knowlton highway. At that
time a small group of riders fmm
Waterloo happened to pass by. They
riders and drivers put on a small performance for their own amlIsunmt. The
wlour and quality of the display was so
renmrkable thal passing automobiles
stopped along the madside to watch.
and as the “umber of speclators grew to

griXe."
&tin

classified as immoral.” The Public
Archives of Canada now is home to a
copy of the book, but h came from the

‘prehension de 1’6me qu&&oi.se, par Ia
saivie de SQpodsie, que tous lee ~olitt-

cienS riunis. . . .‘I Several inscribed
books came Glassco’s WBYfrom ooel
G6rald Godin, who later-became- rhe
Patti Ou&mis minister moomible for
admin&ting the language iaws. In Les
Gmtoliques.
Godin calls Glassco
‘ministre phbdpotentiaire de la po&ie
qu&.+mise aupr8.s te tnonde at&phone. et man omit% en p&de..” A nice

imny here, because Glassco once told
me that in tune with the language legislation, Foster was to be nnamed SL.JeandeFoster. Godii was going to canonize
him!

Godi” was not the only pollticla” to
favour him with a book. Montreal
mayor Jean Drapeau commemorated a
Glassco visit to his resitauram. Le
Vaisseau D’Or (a luxwioos dining spot
that later failed) by giving him /&d/e
Nellt.qan by Paul Wyuinski: %?t we!“&ire art dfect rf w gmndpoete de ZOe
sikcle, John Glasco, avec mer MItime& Isplus cordimu . . . .“Anothet

reader’s interest tothe end: it is handled
rith this celebrated editor’s habitual
Glatsco had a tussle with the
authorides. and again he triumphed. A
phomcopied letter fmm the customs and
cxisx office in Granby, Que., informed
hlm on April 21.1970. that the copies of
Temp/e mailed to him from his publishers in North Hollywood were “sub-

Among the many horsy it&
the
library contains are lhe minutes of a
show mmmillee meeline: “There was’s
discussion regarding the wet spot at the
lower end of Lhe track and Roland
Desourdy suggested that a load of gravel
might fii ii, and thii was left in the
hands of Buffy Glsssco.”
Glassco had his hands full, for at
about the same time he was almost
single-handedly
bringing PrenchCanadia” poetry to the attention of the
Bnglishapeaking public. Many s&cd
presenlation copies from Q&b&is
authors testify to his efforts, Yves
Ptifontalne, inscribing hit DcbiFElcSuivi
de L’Otie des Thatrrvouxmay be typical:
“Pour Buf/u, qtd /it plus pour la corn-

fifty or more, Mrs. Hazel Rhicard
g&hued the small donations Lhat were
laughingly offered by them, and these
(amounting to 99.14) were turned over
to the local church. From this chance
bead$w rhe Foster. Horse show orig. . . a gathemlg of fnends from
everywhere, wired in their low of
horses and their dedication to the prlncipie of disinterested charity.”

irony. because Glassco held Drapeau
responsible for the mega-projects that
were destroying Montreal’s character.
There are tributes also from such
fdlow translators ac P.R. Scott (“drh
gratitude fpr . . . leadership in this art”)
and Shella Fischman. In the wpy of
Roth Carrier’s They Won’t Demolivh
Me, which she translated, Fiahman
write%,“to the mosl gorgeous Glassm of
alI - see p. 68.” The relevant passage,
which describesa wrestling tag-&am. a”nounces: “On my right, from Canada,
weighing 609, ‘the undisputed Canadian
champions from one Atlantic to the
other: The Gorgeous Glassws.”
Glassco was a distinguish&dpoet. and
his library witnesses the respect and
affection such friends as A.J.M. Smith
and Ralph Gustafson felt for him.
Writing only a month before Glassm
died, Gustafson refers to Smith’s recent
death, and tells his friend how his mind
goes back to the afternoon Smith
“drove me (recklessly) to Cowansville

’

end v:e stopped off et your farmhouse
and I Arst met you who iwote poetry.”
A lot of Ctutsdian Literary history is
pecked into that sentence. Some dediiations eve” hint “t the supernatural.
Inside a copy of Malcolm Lowry’s
Sdected Poems Earle Birney, who edited
the volume, writes, “Melt would have
cished to sign this to you and so I do it
for him ‘God bless’ Malcolm Lowry via
Eale.”
For someone so hermetic, Glassco wes
renwkably
eccessible to the young
wlters who hopefully Sent him their new
slim rolumes.
To Raymond Fraser
(Poems/or the Miramich~ he wrote: “It
is the whole petsoualIty revealed that is
most attractive. You seem so delightfully
tired!” To me (1” the Wake Ofi he
noted “with some smell diitnay you
turned the weighty iambics of Gameau’s
Spleen into hoppity-hop dectylx come,
come . . . .” Sometimes he wes less
polite, “t least on paper (be ws “ever
less than polite in person). To e transIator \.:lio had sent hi latest book for
comment. Glvsco fired both barrels:
“I’m afraid that they’re wholly end inrmediably bad. I have never in m)’ life
read such slipshod
and illiterate
travesties of any French text. I” my
opinion, the publlletion of this book is e
disgrace to the practice of .lltaar~
translation in Canada. Sorry.” Glassco

was too kind to post the letter.
Among his papers are many reminders
of the people end places he wrote about
in Memoirs of Montparmme, which
Malcolm CowIey has celled “the liveliest
and most candid memoir of Paris in the
20s and ’30s.” In e copy of This
Quarter (Spring 1929) Glessco is identified es “a Cauadii”,
19 years old,
educated at McGill University, Montreal. Thll is his first appearance in print.
He is now in Paris.” The first appearauce - not strictly eccurete: he bed
earlier written for McGill student
publications - was “Extracts from ~II
Autobiography,”
the genesis
of

sions of “Willa Torreuce.“)
In the
uibute he calls Banes “the xreetest and
most impassioned e”etomG of sexual
infatuation and jealousy since Proust.”
A library is e kind of memorial. and
mortality intrudes into the liveliness:
books with inscriptions to Glessco’s first
wife, Blnm “on Cobnar, the belIeri”
who, suffering from chronic schlmphrenia, stewed herself to death; e copy
of M.B.
Ellis’s
De Suint-Denys

Gameau: Art et Radisme Suivi d’un
Petit Dictiomabe PoUique, purloined .
from the library of the Royel Edward
Laurentian Hospital, Ste. Agethe des
Mouts. Some connections:
Garneau,
like Glessco, died of e heart atteck; the

Memoirs.

I” researching Glesxo’s works I’ve
leaned that most of Memoirs was written not in the early 19309, as the book
states. but relatively “ear its publicatiod
date bf 1970. In any cese the library, like
the book, takes us beck to those Patis
days: signatures of Gmeme TeyIor,
Glassco’s boon compa”io”,
end Kay
Boyle (“Diana lb?
in Memoirs),
briefly his girl-friend; a published tribute
Glwco wrote Iu 1972 for Djuna Barnes
qn her SGth birthday: “I met you only
once, in Paris in 1928, at the Falstaff Bet
on the rue du Montpemawe, and (I wes
the” seventeen) was so awed es to be
(In Memoirs,
Glessco
speechless.”
recovered his speech to give hi impres-

hospital was where the letter convalesced from tuberculosis end wrote
one of his most famous poems, “For
Core LIghtbody, R.N.”
Glessco wes first of all a lyric poet.
(Some of his books include extensive
revisions to published poems.) Writing
to Stephen Morrissey, who had se&a
new coIlection, The llwv of (Inknow
In& he praises how the author records
“glimpses of absolute reality with insight, clerity and qui&ess.”
The same
may be said of Gldsseo’s owll poetry.
The “personal and workll
library”
also dunaustrates that he wes e men of
absolute disinterested civility.
- FRASERgtJUTHERLAND
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Can personal computers really help people
to write better? Or are they merely shortcuts in
the technology of publishing?
By PAUL WILSON

LASTAUUGUST
I bought a word processor, which was in fact a
microcomputer outiitted with a special set of programs that
oIlowed me to use it as a soupcd-up typewriter. It was not
cheap: most good word processing systems cost several times
more than a good clefttic typewriter. but in my lie of work wonslating and writing - there were strong practical considerations in favor ofgctting one. I was just putig the fmd
polish on my translation of a 900-page novel that had gone
through a total of four retyping% two of which I did myself.
The combined expense of that work - most of it mindless
drudgery - could have
paid for a machine that
could eliminate that kind
of repetition forever. So
despite some misgivings,
I took the plunge.
Once I’d bought the
thing, I realized that I
had also purchased entry
into the mysterious
v:orld of computer tcchnology. Everyone knows
this world exists, just as
everyone knows it is
making
big changes.
analagous
to those
brought about by the internal
combustion
engine and the telephone. But most of the
technology is invisible
and hard to understand
\vithout some practical,
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“‘h%y first big discovery
vas that I had completely misunderstood
the
term “computer
literacy.” I hod thought it

d vm something you could

2 achieve by reading books, and so I read a lot about computers
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brforc tinally buying one. But now I rcaliicd that almost
nothing of this had really sunk in, and it was only aftersome
time cith the machine that I gradually began to grasp, or at
least was better able to conceptualize, what was going on.
Part of it was becoming familiir with the strange terminology. Expressions like “booting up,” “saving to disc,”
“scrouiog,” “ snapping,” and “buffer” slowly began to make
sense. Far from getting in the way of understanding. as they
bad seemed to do when I first read the manuals, they were, I
nov: realized, vivid metaphors that help one to visualize invis-

ible operations. I was especially intrigued by the notion of
“scrolling” the text through the monitor or “window.” It was
like a direct link back to a prcbook culture, and it made me
feel a strong, if somcwhat improbable. sense of continuity
with the scribes of ancient Alexandria.
(Some lime later, I lamed in The T&don Book (1981).
edited by Dave Godfrey and Ernest Chang, that “computer
literacy” really means the ahiity to write computer programs
using one of the many “assembly languages” that translate the
pmgmmmer’s intentions into instructions the computer with its simde. binary
mind - can -u&stand
and execute. So once
rnorc, I feel like an illiterate, btit at least now I
have a more intelligent
idea of what it is I don’t
know how to do.)
A lot of computct jargon has come into our
everyday speech, and
this is a sure sign of iu
vigour, its usefoulness,
and
its appeal
to
people’s ears. Two of
the most fandlii cxpre~sions are “hard”
and

~krt,~*and in

a way

they point straight to the
heart of the new technology. Computers are
essentialIy a 30ft- or
malleable
technology.
They can be made to
rcccivc, store, mat&u-.
late,
organize
(the
French word for co&
putcr is “ordinateur’j,
and transfer information, but the machine
itself is inert. dumb, and
.
. .
useless until it is confiired
to operate m a ccrtam way oy tne
appropriate “software” and given specific ins~mctions by the
user. The only limits to its potential arc in the “bardwm’c” that is, in the design and capacity of the cl$ps, the other else
tronic parts. and the peripheral dcviccs that constitute the
physical apparatus - and in the imagination and intelligence
of those who design and use the software.
This is where the analogy with a typewriter breaks down.
Suppose a writer buys a cofnputcr to write a book. Very quickly, he will discover that in addition to making the cvcryday
chores of writing and revising much easier. the computer can
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also be used *cl CLmoect him, “la Ihe telephone, to what
called data bases, essenllally electronic libraries where he
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THE FORMATION OF
ITS NEW
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addressing envelopes, fdling out forms, and wiling short letters, and pen and paper were still as useful as ever for taldng

OComputeacho

notes and cdidng. Looking up words in the dictionary was
often faster. and always more inierestlng, than “accessi@
the computer’s spelling program, as useful as that may be.
And you can’t read a floppy diic on the subway, at least not
yet. 80 in fact, we are living in a continuity of technologies
that stretch from the space age all the way back to neolltbic
times, if not beyond. To put it another way, John Henry may
have died trying to beat the steam drill, but his nine-pound
hammwissliUoll~atthecomeshardwarestore.In~
sense, aL least, I have stopped thiaking of the computer as a
threat.

OMicrosoftO
oAcorn Software0
OBatteries Included0
oPC World0

GENEKArl

mg THIRDT~NO o+ning a computer made me realize was how
much of what the average layperson sees and reads about cornputera is hype, or at least hyperbole. Like so many important
invallons, the computer is still very much a techaology in
search of new applications, and this ls especially true of peersonal computers, which in the past three years have become a
multi-billion dollar growth industry. This marketplace is teeming with contenders, from corporate colossi like IBM - which
has only recently eat& the personal computer sweepsties
- to tiny, holein-thewall operations maoufacwlng what sxe
sometimes called clones, computers cobbled together fmm
spsre parts to run on software meant for tbe established
makes. In addition, there is a thriving cottage industry pmdw
ins hundreds
of thousands of programs and hardware
“enhancements” to expand the capacity bf exisling computers. Each day, as computersbewme more powerful aad
vmatik., and as the radius of the market extends beyond
buffs, fansties, and serious, informed users. the claims
bscome more extravagant and less precise.‘In this siruation the
boyex, more than ever before, had best beware.
A good index of the expanding computer mhket, although
it is always at least six months out of date, can be found Lo
every book store. Computer books are rapidly becoming as
popular as self-help books, to which they bear a strong resew
blance. Apart fmm a few small sub-groups, like primers for
children or popular rtudiaof cempuler
crime,the booksfall.
intotwobroad calegoriu that in turn reflect two importanl
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can
search for the information be needs. When he finds it, he can
then “download” the data into his computer aad transfer 8 to
his own data base, which he stores on !loppy discs. Moreover,
he can “log on” to a network of other Eomputer users, f&
those who share his professional and personal interests, and
use the computer to trade information, cornparr notes; and eachange letters. Finally, when the book is finished, he can send
the “manuscript” dstronically to a publisher. And all lhis
has been accomplished with the help of billions of tiny, angelic
bits of electricity dancing endlessly variable quadriIles on the
head of a microchip. It ls the variability of that dance that is
the key.
Of course, even if you oidy use the microcomputer to wire
wllb. it is still a very useful tool. And that was my second
dismvery: although personal computers may have a power
that is awesome to contemplate (according to Seientifie
Amer~cum,if the aircraft industry had evolved as spectacularly
as computers have over the past 25 years. a Boeing 167 today
would cost $500 and could fly around the world ia 20 minutes
on five gallons of fuel),and they may be surrounded by an
aura of mystic potential for transforming the world, bat
basically they’re jest a tool.
As the strengths and limitations of this tool became cleara
to me, I began to see tbal for all the extravagant claims being
made, the cornpaLer had not really supplanted the “older”
technology aL all. My typewriter was still indispensable for
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realities in the markaplacc. The smaller category, for nonusers who are cmious and anxious about computers, is full of
titles like How to Cope with Compulers, How to Buy (and
Surviw) Your First Computer, or The Joy of CompuIers,
which may be one of the first coffee-table books of the new
genre. The second and by far the larger group consists of
bool:s for people who already own computers but can’t undwstand tbc manuals that go with tbcm (computer instruction
books are notoriously “user-hostile” - in other words,
incomprehensible) or for people who want tc do more with
their computer than they know how to do now. My fwouritc

utig ,wY oniea major innovation,
conmuters have siwn us a whole flea
of &ressions that have come. free of
their moorings in hi-tech
and
drifted into cwyday use. When a
wnmm in a New Yorker cartoon
says: “I’m sorry, Harry can’t come
to the phone right now, he’s just
entered the vacation mode” (while
Hcrry lies blissed o”t under B sunumbrella). she is talking computerese. The world that produced
computers is not a single entity, but a
complex structure of interlocking and
overlapping w&Ids, all sharing the
same mac-jargon, but each with its
own peculiar dlalea, its own senti of
humour, its own attitudes and its
own point of view. The expressions
below, and tbelr detinitlons, are.
unofficially Inside the c&porate se&
together by
compiier,
who surely desavcs an honorary
degree in linguistics:
EMISend chltles:

Frills added t6 B
product to make it more exciting
without making it much hater.
Cold pricklIes: A nag&g suspicion
that somewhere
you have
ovcdcoked something critic& and
will be punished for it. See Warm
FtlZdCS.

Crectiordsm: The principle that large
systems are crested fmm thin air in
B single step. A relllous belief
devoutly held by many managers.
See Evolution.
Dog and pony show: A presentation
derlgned to (over) impress. Implies
a certain amount of cynicism and
deceotion. and contempt for the
audl&ce:
lzvolution: Tke

of implk
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title in the lattersub-group is Computer Progmmmingfor the
Compkfe Idiot. And finally, in a class by themselves, are the
voices in the wilderness, the critics and dllenters, weighing in
with titles like Machine Takeover and Ektmnic Nightmare
One area in which computers have a natural application that
needs Little hyping is in the publishing industry itself. Most
publishers now t&e advantage of some form of micmtecbnology, to handle bookkeeping and inventory, for example,
but still have their books typeset and printed by outside fms
who, of course, are usually equipped with computerized
facilities. Publishers continue to deal with mmmsaipts in the

menting a large system by incremental lmpmvcments to B simple syacm. No other process has
ever been known to work.
Glitch: A pulse that ls less than or
equal to 50 ns in duration. It’ cannot be observed and is therefore
used as a perfect scapegoat to
describe all hsrdwcre fallurcs in
electronic equipment. It is claimed
that all glitcbep are ccused by
lightning strikes (or cosmic rays)
and therefore are unavoidable and
inevitable.
Hot button: Term cumtl~ of great
interest to someone whb m&en
(i.e. some big shot). Implies imp@
manence. and some contempt. The
hot button of today is likely to be
of only passing interest tomorrows
Current examples: “Usability,”
“Quality.”
Net It OUL:Term used (mostly by
managers) to denote a strong desire
to bmass understanding in favour
of a simplistic explanation. As in,
“I don’t want to understand alI the
reasoning behind it, just net it out
for me.”
Open kimono:
1. To reveal
everything to someone. Once you
have gone open kimono, you have
nothing more to hide. 2. To give
someone * tantalizing glimpse of *
project, just enough to get hi interested but not enough to give any
seems away.
Paged oul: Not pcyiw attention,
dlstmcted. “What did you say?
I’m sorry, I wc3 pcged out.”
Pony: Something good that may
come out of a bad situation. Refers
to BII apocryphal story about the
hopelessly optimlltic boy who w
given a bamfid of horse manure
for his birthday. He immediately

grabbed a shovel and started to
dig, while chanting, “There must
be a pony in here somewhere.”
R&vent the wheel: A derogatory
phrase used to discourage someone
from writing B system correaly
now that he lms become familiar,
through mperlence, with what
should have been done in the past.
Skmg: Also Skrcg. To destroy
irrevocably without hope of
restoration. as in “I &fogged my
A-disc today.”
Think small: Iiardwsre/software test

strategy. The teclmique is to cxercise the most primitive function to
Prove to yourself it works before
trying more complex
(and
presumably failing) functions.
When people forget this basic
strategy, they arc reminded to
“think small.”
Verbngc: A term used to refer to any
kind of documentation.
The
similarity of this word to “garbage.” does not seem accidental.
kp in. “That user’s manual sure
has a lot of verbage in it.”
Wall follower< A simpleton. An
early robot-building contest that
involved runninga maze was won
by a meclmnlsm that smscd and
followed the right-hand wall. It
was c&d Harvey Wallbanger.
Robots that tried to learn as they
travelled the mcze did not do =
Well.
Warm fuzzlies: The klndbf feeling
you are alleged to get when you
think you an proceeding in the
right direction, or when you are
heated well by your boss. It ls
usually of short duration and ls
succeeded by Cold Prlcklles.
Zipinrhe;& One who has a closed

traditional “hard” way. and very few as yet are equipped to
receive and deal with “soft,” or electronic, manuscripts.
One remarkable exception is Coach House Press inToronto,
rhich is the most advanced publisher in the country in terms
of its in-house use of computers, snd in the way it helps
authors (and other publishers) to take advantage of the new
microtechnology. “The whole structure of publishing is
bogged down in repetition,” says Stsn Bevington, who runs
Coach House. Traditionally, authors submit typescripts of
their wxk on paper - work they may already have retyped
several times. The publishers wlIl then edit it and have it
typeset (which in effect means typing it again) and printed. It is
B time-consumi~ and therefore costly operation. With the
new technology most of those steps can be eliminated.
Berington begins by distinguishing between word processing, mhlchis what the author does at his computer, and lext
processing. which is what the publisher does with the text when
he gets it. The more mt author wn actually do at his own console, the less a publisher has to do, and therefore Bevington
e”co”E,ges authors to get themsdws the mOSt pO\“erfUl
system they cut afford, or to “log into” B larger system that
makes available complex word processing progmns like the
UNIS Writer’s Workbench software. The point of all this is to
produce what twe called “machine-independent text fdes,”
xvhlchmeans a piece of writing coded into a string of electronic
signals that can be transmitted by telephone end “read” by
mtother computer, regardless of the kind of software or hardwore used to “generate”the text in the fast place.
ATmtg POUUIa brief excmsion into the history of word proccrsing might be appropriate. In order to design a program
allowing people to wite on acomputer, progmnmers first had
to zumlyzethe act of wiring, not from a psychological but

rather from a functional point of view. They distinguished two
separable processes: the “creation” or writing of the text
itself, which coincides with entering the text into the
computer’s memory via the keyboard, and the “formatting”
of the text, which means organizing it into paragraphs and
pages so that when it is sent out of the computer to B printing
device it till appear on the page the way the author intended.
When you \wite with a penor a typewriter, you “create.” and
“format” at the same time without ever thinking about it.
This is impossible with a word processor, because what you are
actually “creating” when you type is just a string of &ctricsl
sign& that have a fixed sequence, but no fixed fOrmat.
Starting from this point, the creators of commercial word
processing programs proceeded in two different directions.
The fust approach assumed that the act of “creation” would
be enhanced if the writer didn’t have to worry about formatting while he was entering his text. Thii is the tbinklng behind
programs like Perfect Wtitet or Scribe, which are oflen
favouredby scholan and profusional writers because they
make dealing with longer texts much easier. What you type
with such programs appears on the screen ss a slngl~spsced
continuous text broken into paragraphs but not pages. The
formatting is accomplished by a separate program when the
text is ready to print.
The other approach - and one that is beaming more and
more mmmon as “user-friendliness” becomes the dominant
bumword - is to create B pmgmn that coma as close as
possible to reuniting the two processes, thus making the sensation of working with B word processor as close ss possible to
that 6f traditional typing. Such programs - the popular
Wordstar is one of them - are sometimes called “what-yousee-is-what-you-get” programs. All this means is that the prw
gram shows you on tbe monitor, BI you write, B facsimile of
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rhat the tea will look like when il is printed out. This has
obvious advantages for short documents like letters or memos,
but there BIGhidden disadvantages, paticolarly when the text

is htended for publlcacion and will very likely be formatted lo
quite a different nay by so-e
else.
The best solution of all, according to Bevington, is somethim called generic coding. This means that instead of using
the commands supplied by his particular program to format
rhc text, the writer simply identifies separate lirerary elements,
like chapters, sections, subsecrions, paragraphs, and so on, by
inserti~ brackerted instmcdons in English at the appropriate
computer thar recognim standard alphanumeric cl&&
codes and be read by it. Such tiles are called “machlleindependent” because they cao be moved with eese between
eny mmpurers that recognize the code. A publisher using rhis
SJwm Can receive ekctronic “la”uscliptr “‘gemmwd” 0” a

wide variety of machines.
When they receive the text, the people at Coach House ten
edit it, mn ir through programs that check spelling, format it,
typeset il. proofread it, and even lay it out electronically, thus’
eliminating another stage that Bcvinglon feels is wasteful boards and photographed before the printing
are made.
Thus a book may go from first draft to final printing withour
ever hating 10 be retyped, since changes can be made electronically at any smge.
The point of all this sophistication, according to Bevington,
is not just to save money, but to encourage variety and
creativity. If publishing COILS
cao be reduced. more books in
smaller initkd print runs cao be published for less money, and
more authors can get their books into circulation. The Coach

lechnology po&arly perceived as a threatening insrrument of
uniformity and centralimtlon ce.” be turned around and used
creatively to stimulate and encourage exactly the opposire
qualities.
.I\nother publlshim house tbar makes use of advanced cornpurer technology, though nor fo the same extent as Coach
House, is Press Poreepic in Victoria, which has a software
publishing arm called Softwords. run by writer and poet Dave
Godfrey,izho is the dhwor of resee.&. Godfrey shares many
of Coach Howe’s amroaches and has swarmed expertise with
them, but he is m& interested in the pc&rial of software
itself than he is in applying it specifically to book publishing.
“For some things, the book is not really super-duper,” Godfrey says. “You really need books, data bases, mmputeratcd
learning, and nerworks. I don’t think books will be replaced by
computers, but you’re going to gel a much richer envimnmenr
in which print material has a somewhat different role then it
does now. The real revolution is going to come from improved
communicarions networks and large data bases.”
One of the most innovative publishing projects in the coontry is soon to come off the drawing board: an ell-electronic
literary journal called Sw@ Current. Scheduled Lo begin in
July. the “magazine” will in essence be a literary network.
Electronic manuscripts will be sent by writers to two interlinked data bases, one in Toronto and the other in Vancouver.
Subscribers vvirhhome computers will be able to gain access to
the data base with a oassword allowlw them to read and
“dowdoad” any stories or articles or PO-&Sthey wish. Swlfr
Cbnat is being.coordlnated by Frank Davey, who already has
obour 30 writers a.cmss the country seriously interested in the
project. Davey feels that Canada, with its far-flung litermy
commonl~y and its “clean” telephone tines, ls the ideal place
for such an experiment.
HOC’AREWIUTERS
themselva taking to the new twhhnoloky?
Over the past five months I’ve conducted a random and very

unscientific survey. Among those who actually work with a
word processor, shlements like “I’d never go back” or “I
don’t knoti how I ever managed without it” are common.
Writers who work to deadlines in particular fmd them indlspensable. Many praise what they call the “pliability” of the
text - meaning thar you can play with it on the screen and get
ii right before commitdng it to paper; others say lbat the very
ease of the phdcal act of wriw 10 free the imaginato n&e belter vary widely, largely decau& the c&i& process
itself is a far greater mystery then any Technology. But there is
one thing on which just about everyone agree-s:the mschipe
really comes into its own during the rewlting process. Writers
like bp Nichol, who may go lhmugh many different drafls of a
poem or script, find that it sharpens Lhe editing pm&%.
“Hand-edited text makes it difficult sometimes tosee through
the layers of your intenlion,” Nichol says. .“A word processor
is the perfect tool for working through that to a point of
clarity.”
In this connection Ian Lancashire, e. professor of English at
the University of Tomnto and author of Computer Applications in Litemv Studies, raises an interesting point. “Wrlllng
on a computer.” he says, “takes Ihe process of writing which on paper is like a monoIogw - and hwns it into a
dialogue.” Studies made in the U.S. have shown that students
who use word processors tend to have a dialogue with themselves as they write, although they are not always aware of ir.
“With a word processor, it is much easier to shift your
perspective to that of the reader. You view the work as a flold
landscape rather than as something filed and immumble.”
Lancashlrr also believes, on the basis of practical experience in
the classroom, that the computer has a great potential for
teaching technical people and civil servants how to write

dearIf
Enthusiasm for word processing among writers and scholars’
is far from unanimous. When I heard a mmoor that NorthmD
Frye was wiling the next volume of The Gmat Code on a wo&
processor, I wrote to ask him wvhalhis feeliw were. “I’m
afraid I’m still a Luddite in regard to computers,” he replied.
“I &art all my wlthu in low&end. exentually graduate to the
typewriter, aid after; se&-of &ions on <tied copies I get
what I am after. What bothers me about cmnporing on the
typewriter, and would continue to bother me on a word pmcessor, is seeing what I have witten facing me. I write so slowly that early drafts look like a kind of accosation.”
Frye’s response echoes ti feeling of many established
humanities scholars and writers who feel that their own wiling
and researching partems are tbo set to change, and there is
probably no real reason why they should, particularly since
writing habits are so strongly indlvidwl. But the new
technology has raised a hoar of other concerns as well, apecially amohg those who are sometimes called “heavy osers.”
The problems are well known: many seeretties who have to
spend long hours each day in fmnt of a video display terminal
complain of back and eye strain. migrtie headaches,
menstrual cramps, spontaneous abortion, and a curious form
of distress described as “a sense of diiembodiment” or “loss
of body psrception.” The usual explanation is that it has
somethinp:to do with the dectromasnetic radiation emitted bv
the acre& Frank Zingrone, a founding member of the de&
orog~am in communications at York Universl~y. and commuoications consultmu Eric McLuhao feel they hive found a
~hyslolo.cicalexplanalion havins to do with the different funeiidns of The rigit and left sides-of the brain.
Zingtone told me that when the eye is presented with a plotorial image il tends to range widely and wildly over it, looking
for detail that interests it. When presented with print,
however, lt fixates. and jerks forward as ir reads. Once a
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LIW EVERY
new technology, compuMs are provoking a lot of
questions. Is this the dawn of a nnv age of information, or are
we simply ln for Bn era of unprecedented informarion pollution ihal threatens to smother our culture in banality and may
even endanger individual freedom as we know it? The stage for
great changes has already bee” set, and a wide army of canputing pocw once reserved only for large insritutions n”w is
avallrble to individuals and mnups, both through the marketplace and through a growing variety of public institutions and
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The O~$ord Conz~nion to Canadian Literature - in many
ways CanLit’s representative abroad - combines
comprehensive criticism with fascinating irrelevance
By RUPERT

The &ford Companion Lo Ca”ndia”
Llleralure, edited by William Toye, Gxford, LX3pages, $45.00 cloth (ISBN 0 19
540253 9).
WITHINEIOHTYE-. three landmarks in
the history of Canadian writing in
English appeared: R.E. Watters’s A
Check List o/ Canadian Literature
(1959); the Lltemty H&tray oJC2ttada:
Cattadiun Literahue In EttgMt, edited
by Carl KIi”ck (1965); and Norah
SLory’sOxiford Companion to tbtadian
History and Literature (1967). Each has
been a lcey work, despite differing
judgements on individual authority and
quality. It is significant, and typical of
the 1960s. that alI three were supported
md subsidized, Lhe first by the
Hwnaoities Research Cmmcil, the second by that body and the University of
Toronto Press. and the third by the
Canada Council.
There was a distinct dlfferenee in the
numbers involved in production. Wat(ers listed 16 %sistants”; Kiiwk referred Lo five editors and 29 “other

-
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networks. Those who feel that computers are a threat to
cullme or human freedom wouldshave a stmDger case if the
technology were being deliberately held back for exclusive use
by governments and police forces. as it is in the Soviet bloc,
for example. I” this contexurl.the graving interest of small
business and members of the cultural community - miters,
journalists. academics-in computer technology is a hopeful
sign. provided, of cowse., that its great polenllal is .used for
more than just self-aggrandizement.
At the moment, the present trends to exploit the technology
culturally in this country seem entirely natural in the Canadian
context. Enterprises like Swifl Curawl, Stan Bevlngmn’s online printing and publishing operalion, amd Dave Godfrey’s
championship of large, easily accessible computer networks all
reflect a view of the Canadian rradition in which railway lines,
national broadcasting systems, and complex communication
betwen artists and their audience are felt Lobe essential to the
country’s problcnxdic inregrity. Of course such pmblwns are
“ever solved by technology alone. The important thing. as
always, will be what gets communicated. And that, as always,
depends on minds of flesh and blood. 0

reader loses interest in the material, the eye tends to resume the
wandering that ls its natural state. Each of these eye activities
is related Lo one haniiphere of the brain - tie wandering
mode to the right. the fLued,linear mode to the left. Zngmne
snd McLuhan speculate Lhatif you spend long hours a day at a
terminal doiw boring work. the two modes are in constant
conflict, thus causb~gslress, which in turn leads to other, mcxe
familiar symptoms. If few writers complain of Lheill effects of
using computers, Zngm”e suggests Lhis is because they are
fnterested in what they are writing on the screen, thus minimi*
ing the stress.
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SCYZEDER

‘Xmlars”; Norah Story’s book was
described by her successor as “the bnpressive achiewnmr of one person.”
Another difference can be inferred from
two lntmductmy statements. Wattas,
as the bibliography has come to be
know”, WBZ“frankly a check list . . .
designed to furnish a starting point for
. . . further reteach.” One of ‘fheaims
of Klinck’s Literaty ?&tory was Lo“encourage established and younger
scholars to engage in a critical srUdy of
that history before snd after the appearance of the book . . . . Some items
. . . will inevitably require correction.”
Theie was no such prefatory statement
in Story’s O.qfotdCotnpardon.
The predicrions have been confirmal;
all three have had to be replaced. The
revision to Walters appeared in 1972;
the revised edition of Klinck, with 12
new contributors, came out 11 years
after the first; a supple”lat~to r&her
than a revision of The axford Computtion appeared within six pars, in
1973; and now 10 years later, ML merely
a revision or a seco”d edition, but a new,
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differently titled volume has bee”
published, The O.@rd Compardon to
CamzdionLiterature.
There renewals have bee” made mandatory in part by the increased literary
production and publication of the last
three decades. An additional third
volume of Klinck was required to cover
the 19601973 period alone. In the
supplement to .the original O&M Companion, editor William Toye spoke of
1967-72 as “a six-year period that gave
rise to an unprecendented number of
publicationa and a remarkable flowering
of literary accomplishmenl.” Id the introduction to this new work he speaks of
“the subsequent development of liteay
criticism on all periods, an u~ormous
outpm”i”g of new and impcuranr
creative writing in both English and
French, reprints of cou”tlcss IirUa
known works, a great increase in translaliws from the French, and a grmviog
interest in Canadian works ahmad.”
Almoclt as important as the apanded
production has bee” the gaving co”sziwsness of and intereat in a Cuadian

._..

__

literalwe. ao expanded CanLit industry,
both ar borne and abroad. (Unkind com-

mentators ml&t auribure~some of tJds
nctiviry 10 empire-bullding at home and
rhe search for novel teaching and the.&
mattialr abroad.)
This new work, Limited now to Canadian literalwe, is importam in a quite
dlfferenr way. Its title, its position on

Ihe long shelf of more than a dozen
other Oxford Compmdons (to English
Literawe, to French, Spanish. German,
Classical. etc.), lends it, regardless of its

own quality. a respectabilily. an “official” status. In addition to its standillg
in Canada ir is rhe nearesLthing we h&e
to an international liiemry represearative. As such, it is important that it be
comprehensive, balanced in its sslextion
and wessmeot, and accurate.
\ViUlam Toye bmugbt to the’ threesear Dmiect a combination of 35 wars
bf c&i&
and editing, his long -particiwdon inCanadiiliteratore
rhmwab
the- Tamamck Review, his Book if
Canada, The OJdord Anthology of
Cmmdian Litercrure, and, most germane, his involvement in the original
@ford
Companion
IO Canadian
Hismy and Lkemtwe and its supple
maot. Funded only by the Oxford
University Press, he commissioned a
great gathering of 192 scholars and paid
assistants, selected from Vancouver
Island Lo Newfoundland. (Somehow

Prince Edward Island was neglected.
Lucy Maud Montgomery was, intererdngly, put in the hands of one of
the staff of tbe Royal Military Col&e.)
A @eat deal of the energy of edirorial
sessions most have been consumed by efforts to compress. For whereas tbe new
editions of WaUers and Klinek eapmded, rhe former by about a third and
the latter by about a half, the new Oxford Compmdon has about 100 pages
fewr than its predecessor. Of cowse,
material on Canadian history has been
exluded. This reduction, however, is
balanced by tbe Jocrwse Jo speclflc
areas. some in keeping with Toya’s 80
cepfance of the concepr of “the Canadian mosaic”: Indian, Inoit. Ukrabdan,
Yiddish. and Acadtan Iiteraturrs, as well
as slu blocks of “regional literature,”

which

produce

some overlapping
and Robertson
Da& as “Ontario witers”?j and new
cotego& such as children’s llterarure,
science fiction. and fantasy.
Toye points out that the genre surveys
have been greatly expanded. One of
these “overviews” “Novels in
En&h” - has been doubled because
of “the sudden flowering of ,the genre
after 1960.” The d&ion to use Lheterm
“novel” inrbzd of “ticdon” means that
the short story Js treated separately.
making for further overlapping and a

(illargaaret Awood

peculiar imbalance. Two examples. The
general artide on Alice Munm, occupying two and a half columns. end.%
“See also Novels in EnglJsh,” where
Who Do You Think You Are) and Lives
qf GirLF and Wonru are dJscussed. In

the overview “Short Stories in Rnglish,”
there are merely scattered bits on her
work, ineludIng again Liver of Girls irnd
Women. The general article on Mavia
OaUant (three columns), having slated

tbat “Gallant’s talents have always been
best deployed in short fiction,” refers
the reader only to “Novels in English,”
where one of her Wm long fictions is
discussed in detail. This overview raises
the question of just how Ji& or how
heavy was the hand of the general
editor. Each of tba five contributors
here takes Jds own appmacb to the
novals of bis section. AItbough his use

of fhe term “Literary renaissance” for
the 19605 and ’70s is odd, the skilled
compiler of that sectJon displays a virtue
not always present throughout the
volume: he constantly relates’ Canadian
10 international writing.
There is another diffwnce between
the present volume and its predecessors.
Whereas Norah Story was usually content to state, Toye’s aim was for a work
that would combine “uselu1 infor-

WAc)DWAE?JIs Kaypro, Morrow,

mation and thoughtful and SJumlnatiag
(though succinct) literary discussions.”
The entries on Ethel Wilson illustrate the
difference. In the 1967volume lbe wits
commented on Wilson’s urbanity, irook
wit. and %mslderabJe narrative &ill.”
In lbe presenl work HetIy Dmwlis “accomplished,” “remarkable,” altbougb
the plot is “a trifle forced”; Swamp
An@ is “perhaps Wilson’s finest ardstic success.” It may be on these
evaluations that readers disagree most.
but the contributors mnsrantly soften
pronouncements
by the use of
“perhaps” and “probably.” With sd
much’overlappiw. disagreement or indecision was inevi&bJe. On page 578:
“.?I. Urbain’s Horseman, Richler’s best
novel sbws Duddy Kmvitz”; on page
705: “St.
Urbain’s Horseman
generally regarded as Rlchler’s finest

work.”
Anolher source of disagreement is
foreseen by Toye: “The relative lengUns
of enttitd may prompt the most immediate comment.” He also points out
that there Is “a heavy emphasis on
wrjlus and their works of fhe last forty
years.” If readers who skip his intmduction were to judge by space alone.
they would infer that Robertson Davies
and Margaret Atwood are the chief

Pied Piper, Zorba, Magic, 8 Columbia
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fi8urcs in Canadian
literature. The
former occupies seven and a half columns in the “author” article, one halfin
“Novels to 1960: Ontario.”
one in
“Novels
1960 to 1982,” space in
“Drama in English” and “Essays ln
English.” end one column For Ffth
Bwiness
in the “Famous
titles”
category. (With such eminence it is
suitable that the GIobe and Mail asked
him Lo review this volume.) Atwood o*
cupies almost as much space in five
cawgooricr. Bur Northrop Rye gets only
Four cplumns under his name and
nothing af all under Fearful Symmetry
or The Ameomy ofCritic&m. Poetry as
a genre warrants about half as much
space as “Novels.” I mw stop this
calculating assessmenr. One doer not
judge by space alone.
Nor is it profitable to linger oyer the
question OF who and what should have
bucn included or excluded as Canadian.
Like W’arwrs and Klinck. Toye must
have Found decisions difficult. The
“famous title” category, those works
singled out for special eminence, obviously presented as many questions.
Every reader and reviewer will have en
opportunity to disagree here. OF course
rhe inevitable “Akhoond OF Swat” and
The Four Jameses turn up again. (I
render whether anyone actually reads
these “Famous” works.) I Found some
surprises in this category: A&ham: A
Tile of rhe Sea by John Svx.tc Cummins; The Lart of the Brics by
“H.H.B.“; and The Victbnsofijvmmy
b)’ Charles E. Beardsley. Check those on
your friends. Bliiabeth
Smart’s By

-~.~.~.
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succeeded to Lhe Family tiille in 1963.
This isn’t Peter C. Newman’s Debmft’s
Illustrated
Guide.
Inaccurare
and
slightly Freudian is the sbiFt in the title
OF Grey’s Sixleen-Ninety to Skty-Nine.
Although I did not have time to check
thoroughly the Living arrangements OF
more Canadian writers, I was Fascinated
by some imbalance and irrelevance.
Graeme Gibson “now lives in Toronto
with Margaret
Atwood
and their
It did not seem
daughter
Jew.”
necessary in the article on Margaret Atwood to note a reciprocal domesticity.
Timothy Findley wiles “plays and
documentaries, many OFthe later in wllaboration
with William Whitebead,
with whom he lives in Canninglou.
Onr.” Neither domestidry
nor collaboration
seems to necessitate the
Following details: ‘“AFter completing
civic Square [Scott] Symons went Lo
Mexico with a young male lover, whose
parents sent the Federales aFta them.”
But these, like the inconsistent use of
large cepitel leaas, aresmall particle in
such a comprehensive work. Toye is
jusrified in making his intmducrory
claim: “In spite of all weaknesses . . .
thm is offered here a wealth of detail
and wmmenmry,
and many new insights.” There should be no hesitation
about putting it on fhe shelf with the
other &ford Companions. Official or
nol, it will serve rraders at home and
abroad. Equipped with il. Watws’s
revised bibliography, and the new editIon of the Litemv IiiElory of Canada,
~c.neral readers, students, and scholars

Grand Central Station I Sat Down and

Wept as a “classic”!
Two Morley
Callaghans, yes; two Hugh MacLen“a”~, yes: but no Rlchler - not The Ap
prrnticahip ofDuddy Kmvitz7 I do nor
disagree with the inclusion of J&a by
bIazo de la Roche and Sunshine Sk&
&es by Stephen Leacock, but Son8s ofrr
Sourdor& or another work by Robert
W. Service ought to be included, if only
berrause, until the lasr one or two
decades, if readers abroad recognized
any vxiters as Canadian, it was usually
there three.
Each reader \vilI have other hobbyhorses to ride. I checked tbe articles on
w.0 writers about whom I have reason to
be specilic. The geography of the writer
on Jack Hodgins is a little imprecise; the
Comos Valley is hardly “Northern Vancouver Island.”
The Bar&
Fatid.
Thealre.
which includes
some of
Hodgins’s finest work to date, is too
Facilely dismissed. With compression a
necessity. it badly seems important or
even relevant to the immediate issue to
point out that the great-grandson .oF
Francis WlIllam Grey, who is included
only because of his literary contribution,

who need the Fundamental Face should
be helped in Forming more balanced
conceptions of Canadian writing than
have resulted From some of the thematic
and nationalistic criticism that has been
so highly publicized. 0
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By GEORGE GALT

The Only Son, by David Helwig,
SLoddart, 244 pages, $16.95 cloth (ISBN
0 7737 2019 7).
THE “RST QUARTERof David Hehvig’s
new novel is by itself
a little masterpiece.
Set in the 1940s on Ihe opulent estate OF
James Randall, wealthy Ontario capital%, it achieves a magnetic authenticity
of voice and period ambienbe. We Feel
the mysterious power of the very rich
through young Walter, the servants’
son, a sensilive boy alert to the barriers
and conlradicdons implicit in his place.
Walter ls a sofr stone on which are
carved Fore lifetime the painful impresslons of power roughly used. Through
the detailed memories OF Walter’s
childhood on rhe estate Hdwig sets up
the rensions and deep textures that prw
ml.x to make a brilliant novel. The portrayal of sebsuous perceptions, logical
.dilortions,
dreams, end Fears brings
Walter’s early years dose enough to
touch. This is exccplionalIy line fiction.
As Walter reechs early manhood the
novel’s energy abates, though the story
remains compdliig. He marries Eunice,
a sewam girl whom he knew From the
RandaIls’ kitchen. By now intent on a
university career. he is escaping his early
humilladons
through 8’ superior intellect, yet remains tied to hi5 past
through Eunice and his parents: an
escape more compromise than confmntedon. The curious, untowardly little
boy becomes a retbing, rather passive
professor of philosophy.
Growing up away From the city in the
shadow of the iich and powerful Randalls, seeking Fultilment in Toronto
through s life devoted to books and
teaching, haunted by his past, Walter invites comparison to Dunstan Remsey in
RobqLson
Davies’s Fifrh Business.
Hdwig’s promises to be the belter novd,
and I mean that as very hii praise For
the beginning of his. book. The Only Son
possesses 1e.a dramatic artifice than
pifrh
Business and niore
natuial
psychological
energy. Davies is e
wonderful maker of magic, but somb
times his t&&s are transparenl and incredible. Helwig at his best Is not so
much a magiclan as a supemawal
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SecondWife,SecondBest? GlynnisWalkerApril

$19.95

idl wives are not created equal. Glytmis IWkct acplotes the problems and
special pleasores of being a man’s second wife. Excctpts in May issue of
cosmopoIitm.
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SingingOurHistory Dr.EdithFowke

April $14.95

There is no mote xzmwted aud~ority on the subject of Canadiao folk history
than York Uoivetsity ptofesso~ DC Edith Fowke, the author of tea bi&Iy
acclaimed hooks on tbe subject, including Salfv Go Round tbe Sun. ‘Si?zgi?zg’
includes chording and melody lines for piano or guitar accompaniment.

1.
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MurderBeforeMatins. John Reeves May

$17.95

CBC producerand comp&, John Reeves twos his hand once again to the
diverslon of the murder mystery with the inevitable h@b quality results. His
last mystery. Mwder BJJMkropbom?, was recently adapted as a ten patt setics
on CBC’s“Morningside.”

OfficePools JamieWayne March

$7.95

Over one billion

dollars are wagtcd amwally io North Amctica maki~
offree pools the most popular game on the continent. Here are the tips on
how to win them, and how to ton them.

AmongFriends L.R.WrightMay$19.95
Wooer of the @bena Seatch-for-a-New--Novelistaward io 1979 for
AWgfibotns, L.R. \VriSlgtr second novel, l%e Rworiti, enjoyed critical and
commercial success in the U.S. Now this cxeptiooal wrim briog us Among
Friends, a oovel of thtcc womeo at the turningpoint of theit Uvcs. It is cettaio
co rsablish her critlcal repulation
at home, as one of Canada’s tine wtiters.

Piratesand Outlawsof Canada
HaroldHorwoodand EdwardButts May$19.95
Harold Hot-wood is a well known wtitcr and popular histc~dan,author of
Bartlett: l%e Great Cmadfm~~m
This is a deli&tful and informative
colkxtioo of tales h-am tbe underside of Canada’shistory.
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cameraman, taking perfectly framed pictures inside the mind and out.
Despite the initial superiority of The
On& Son, in the end Hdwig doss not
succeed as Davies does. Having established a complex set of relationships.
Hehvig proceeds to kill off most of his
major actors. The Kandalls’ son, who
might have made an interesting foil for
Walter. simply disappears from the
story. Where Davies continues to paint a
rich palimpsest thmughout his book,
Hehvig gives us in his second half only
tw figures against a bleak background
of compulsive sex and self-disgust.
The professor. still mourning his wife
after three years. finds a hot lay in one
of his classes. She torments him (and us)
in the psych&& of s&ally repressed
philosophy pmfessors might want to
look at this pan of the novel. Set in the
1960s. it includes all the totems of that
period: upper-middle-class studentp in
rebellion. dope. Vietnam, and sexual eapcrimcntation. I think Helwig throws his
masterpiece away in this concluding
half. but those who believe there is
anything left to say about university life
in the ’60s may disagree..
Walter. sad to say, turns out to be a
very boring fellow, an affliction few
novels survive. He is greatly troubled
rhen he finds himself wantonly screwing
Ada, his undergraduate tormenter. The
fact that he Likes to sodomize her shocks
him ewn more. She touches his past, her
aunt having been one of James
Bandalill’s neighbours and also one of his
~hilanderlna conauats.
So there is a
&ml
full &de io the wild coupling.
But twchoIoaical truth cannot lift these
pass&s above the tedious solemnity of
Ada and Walter’s obsessions.
The professor loses his concentration
and his bed-mate. but not his job.
Keaders may be forgiven for wishing he
vwtdd take a sabbatical, leave Toronto,
expand his possibilities.
His limits

become the novel’s limits. What pmmiser to be a large, tich canvas shrinks
to a sad Little story about a sad, dlspas&mate intellectual who has rejected the
material world for fear of having to
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serve it. In the final scene, after a final
parting, the pmfessor leaves us with a
ccmunent that is as close as this novel
comes to an abiding optimism. “I turn
back into the house, and there is a moment of loneliness and loss, but if the
love of wisdom means anything, it
means that such moments pass, and it is
what continues that counts.” Cl

By JOAN GIk?vER

The Axe’s Edge, by Kristjana Gunnars, Press Por&pic, 93 pages, S9.95
paper (ISBN 0 88878 210 1).
S~NCEKR~~TJANACWNNARS
has published
four books of poetry, this collectioh of
short stories would seem by its antecedents to be destined for the category of
“a poet’s stories.” Certainly, these are
lyrical pieces that work chiefly through
the texture of their imagery. Gunnars,
however, explains their form otherwise:
I wanted. since I had that kind of ear. to
hear what a Canadian story rounded
like. Since life on the Prairies seemed to
be a constant and slow plodding against
the wind. would there maybe be no ris-

ing action. no climax. no d&muemenl?
Would the Eumpean voice begin to cry
monotonously in response to the expass Of sky and plahl?
“Monotonously”
is a dangerously sag&& Gunnars knows exactly the artistic
risk she is taking, and it poses the critical
question of what gives these plotleas.
seamless. rhythmic stories their wnsiderable impact.
The 10 stories form a series. but not
such as we have come to expect fmm re
Eent series linked by a cmnmon narrator
who is the author’s fictional represew
tative. The stories have different charactem, indicated in their tame titles,
which consist of the name followed by a
key image - “Gudfinna: Bells”; “Frldtik Sveinsson: l@le”; “Kolla: Ticks.”
Manxa for Gutinars have a ma&al.
klismanic quality. and she reels -&em
off like the genealogies of the old sagas).
The link between the characters is their
Icalandic background. Some are native
Icelanders, most hire immigrants to the
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Prairies, and one, by a reverse process, is
a Canadian tradna hi Icelandic roots in
Keykjavik. They -&‘in
age. sex, o*
cupation, and historical context, some
belonging to the 19th century and some
being near-contemporaries. Most important, they have distinct pwsonallties and
.
distinct voices.
In the flrsr story, since the central
character lacks speech (“she never leamed to talk while they lived in
Bildudahtr”),
the narrative
voice
records the roar that is the otherbide of
her silence. In another, a daughter tells
from hearsay her father’s story. The narrator in a third ls the articulate observer
of an older, nwre taciturn,
fellow
countryman. A p&t’s story is related in
the formal diction of his letters; the
epigraph alone hints at their sinister
c0ntext.
Each story records the struggle for
survival in another country. Sometimes
the country is “other” in the liteml.
geographical sense., and pometimea in
the figurative sense ofa strange, hostile,
alien environment. The people fight for
life on the most primitive temts, buffeted like Lear on the heath by savage_
elements of nature and human cruelty.
Images of barbarism abound: “all the
other chickens were waiting to see lf
they’d get ‘a chance to pick it to death
when the blood came.“; “what I don’t
like about mice is if you get three or
more togetha in one trap, they always
attack one of the group and eat it up.”
In this desperate world the available
means of survival and self-protection am
pitiful. They consist of old wives’ tales,
superstition, folklore, mislnfomtation,
charms, and religious mumbo-jumbo.
On all this lore Gutmars ls amazingly
knowledgeable. She relates the properties of grasses and herbs. tbc nxans of
procuring gqod luck, success in childbirth. This eaotetica is one of the
fascinations of readll The Axe’s Edge.
Gunnars has said that the one limitation she feels when writing in English
rather than Icelandic (she ls fluent in
Danish, English, and Icelandic) is that
the humour is lost. It is not lost eontpletely, as witnessed by the following inst~ctlons for dealiig with obstreperous
ghosll:
Grandpa said one way of awing rid of
them is to spit into the east and_fart in
the ghost’s face. Some people recite a
paternoster or a prayer. . . . Some pecpie had bedpots with P&J in them by
their beds every niaht. That way they’d
be ready ta meet a ghwt anytime. I sup
pose you could simply pee straight at it
too, if you had to. Anotha thing t.h”y
gentif? is poetry. A good verse dnva
It is Gunnars’s good fortune as a
writer that she has, in her Icelandic
heritage, a totally original, overwhelm-
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ingly powrful and coherent mythic
framwori: for her art. It ls her genius
that she knows exactiy what to do with
it.
Resentiy an Australian reviewer of her
poetry commented on her descriptions
of “a level of superstitiousness and ignorance that would be difficult to parallel even in the proverbial tribal rites of
aborigines a thousand years ago.” True
perhaps. But to see Gunoars’s world as
aslonirhing and “other” is to miss the
point. Like all important writers, she
uses her postage stamp of native soil to
image the universal. The bleakness of
her vision, rhe sinister nature of her hnagery, coincides with that of many
modem artists. One thinks particulariy
of such women writers BSSylvia Piath,
Margaret Atwood, Adrienne Rich, ail
describing the desperate struggie for
identity and survival in an irrational
world. 0
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Shuhmis: Stodes from a WIontreai
Childhood, by ShuiamIs Yeiin, V&lcule
Press. 1% pages, 59.95 paper (ISBN 0
919c90 52 0).
THE BOOKwe vwlte ls as much about
what we leave out as what we decide to
include, and n&here is this maxim truer
When the memoir t&k& the family,
that Little knot of jealousies and complexes. the mati becomes doubly true,
as in Shuiamls Y&n’s book of 32 short
stories about growlog up Jewish in lmmigrant Montreal in the 19201and early
1930s.The tone is humorous, warm, and
wistful - as wistful as the beautiful
cover painting of a Montreal streetscape
by Ghitta Caiserman-Roth - but
behind it ali are the politics of the family
and the conflicts that remain unresolved. even after the actors death. The
r&it isan unexpected sort of s”spense
as w feel that something hidden ls iurkins behind the surface telling of events.
Shuiamls Yeiin was a feminist before
her time, a university-educated woman
rho made a career of taaehing. Her teii-
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ing of how life was some 50 or 60 yean
ago make.5 you feel every crack in the
sidewalk. The young. heroine in Shulurn&recounts the rites of passage from
gidhood into adolescence, and only the
most hard-hearted could reject the sense
of nostalgia. The transcription of the
Yiddische Bnglll spoken along Prince
Arthur Stmet ls hilariously accurate as
the young Shuiamis recounts sibling
rivalry, childhood lliness, finding a
“kontra” (a piaa in the country in the
Lawentianr north of town, once Montreal’s answer to the Borscht Belt), and
the discovery that “Shekspir” was not
Jewish after aii, despite tbc Yiddish versions of the Bard on the dining room
bookshelf. Shakespeare in the home of
these recent vorking-class immigrants
goes a long way toward explaining the
importance of education among the
Jaws new In thii country. Sina many
came from piaxes where they were forbidden to practlse normal commercial
activities or own property. education
was their only way up.
The stories go beyond anecdote to
show Shulamls and her comrades working thair way into the Protestant school
system, ’ encountering, Quebec-style
Catholicism, and learning the. facts of
life, the knowledge of which was always
acquired in the alley. The hook is really
about everybody’s immigrant experlace, Including those who are living on
those same streets and piaylw in those
same alleys in today’s Montreal.
Ydin has her young heroine make a
clear distlnction~ between her grandparents (hex Bubbic and Zalda) and her
parents. The former are heroic figures;
ha grandfather, a carpenter, is an elder
in the temple and actually helps put up
the structure. More important, her
grandparents are a ganexation older and,
as such, that much less assimilated, that
much dosar to OLd Country life. They
lncamate the true Hebrew spirir; her
parents have to deal with living in thls
strange new society and the compmndses it entails. Obviously the first image
ls more attractive in its authenticity.
Once the author takes ha chakter
out of youna childhood she seems to lose
towh -s&&at
with her strength.
Toward the end of the book, Shuiaqis,
as a young woman. braves the Depression to enroi in a teachers’ college.
Against aii odds she gets a job. We learn
of her success and her family’s pride,
but less of ha reaction to it, which ls a
contrast to the intimate tone of the other
stories. Sllticantiy. she returns to her
grandmother’s death as a way of ending
the book, beiig more at home with the
past.
The book is shot through with the distant image of the narrator’s mother:
“Mother was often ailing,” she tells us.

THE MYSTICNORTH
Symbolist Landscape Painting
in Nortbam Europe and
North America 1890-1940
bald Nasgaani
For most Canadians this volume will
pressnt a new perspective on the
Group of Sewo. It reveals that,
despite their originality within their
own context and their uncontestabie
vitality, they invite classification as a
final stageof nineteenth-century
nortbem Romaotlc la&cape paintbIg.
The Mystic North is international in
scope presenting the work of 31
artists from Canada, Europe, and the
US. These artists, including Munch,
Hodier, Mondriao, O’Keeffe. Hartley,
the Gmup of Seven. and Emily Car,
shared a new attitude to the landscape, especially wilderness, and
attempted in stylized and decorative
compositions to express the spiritual
and supernaturalmeanings which
lay beneath the sup&l&I appearance of nature. 120 b&w and
40 colour Olus.$19.95 paper

hiversity

of Toronto Press

OIL AND AMULETS
Inuit - One People United at
the Top of the World
Philip Laurirzen

A bpok of, international
importance dealing with concerns of native people in
Alaska. Canada, Greenland
and Russia.
“One

of the very few
publications to present our
worries and demands in an
honest way.”
John

Asrn~oaiik.

Prcridcnt
lnuk CircumpolnrConference

cloth $17.50
paper $9.95
Breakwater Books.
Box 2188. StJohn’s. Nfld. AIC 6E6
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The mother represents the xenophobic
part of Jewish culture, always protecting
and brooding, tbe v&x of imminent
disaster. On the other hand, Shulamis’s
father gives her permission to take
ckasses in New Testament Scripture. at
her school to “see how they do by other

people.” Tbe mother’s distance, her unnamed, probably psychosomatic ailment, coupled with Shulamis’s natural
desire to be closer to.her, makes for
most of the book’s tension. Impatient
readers might want everything revealed,
but we should not forget that the book’s

--..-.-_

spirit ls bad in another em, when
psycho-talk did not exist. The author
never chooses to reveal the contlicts in
her family setting, but then perhaps
Shulamis is an intmductory volume. a

preparation for another excursion into
the past that will go deeper. 0
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Two thick and rich anthologies that
bring together the best of a vast and surprising
body of fantastic literature

33y I.M. OWEM

Elcsk Wotcr: The Astholo~ of Fantzstlc Litenture, edited by Albert0
Matu~uel, Lester & Orpen Dennys. 987
pass, 812.95 paper (ISBN 0 330
2Cl410).
Uluslon One: Fables, FantasJes and
R~ctaflctlons, edited by Geoff Hancock.
Aya Press, 166 pages, 812.50 paper
(ISBN 0 920544 27 4).
Illu&m Two: Fables, Fantasies and
MctaFIctloss, edited by Geoff Hancock.
Aya Press, 147 pages. $12.50 paper
(ISBN 0 92054428 2).

thology may lead some to
it to be
somethingthat it isn’t: a mllection of
the kind of !%tion that is nowadays
usually dwlfied under the heading of
“fantasy.” Manguel makes * careful
distlnctlon between this and “fantastic
literature.” possibly related to Coleridge’s distinction between Fancy and
Imagination (or what Peacock cc&d his
%ven hundred pages of promise to
elucidate it”), but briefer and clearer:
Unlike t&s of fcntcsy (those chmniclcs
of mundane life in mytbiil surmundings
such c.~Ncrntaor Middle&&). fcrdarltc
literature deals tith what epo be bat
dctincd a the impossiblesccpfcg into the
poutble. what WaUace Stevens cells
‘black water brecking into recltw’. LIkc
tbc gimst vain ct the f&, it take us
lhroush tbc darkness of a ral world,
from tcrmr to Icugbableterror.diving into \nlls that s:line cwcy at the “cry last
minute. racing under eerie nothtngs that
touch us with cobweb finillgers,suddenly
sbxm docn and tcngthening that lcct
encounter(wiirhwhat?wirh what9). using
our expcctcncyof horrormore effcctivcly
than horror itself.

And he fii out his deftitlon by Listing

the main tbema of fantastic literature:
?Tme warps: whm Time leads twc
scpamte extstalcc.s- one for us, one for
the rest of the world, in tbc tradition of
Rip Van Winkle.
Ifamlieg: by the dud (usually) - for
rcwnge (like Bcnquo’s ghostk tc make a
belated, announcement (like Hamlet’s
father); to love beyond the grave (like
Dante’s BFatricc...
Dramas: which become prt of rccltly
@kc Qedmon’s dream in the beginning
of En&b literature);which icsue a wcrning (like tbct of C&car’s wife); which
tell us v/c crc such stuff as dreams are
made on (like the Red King’s dram in
Through the Looking_Glassl.
Unreal cremwes, fm~omn&ns:

like
the mature in Kafka’s ‘Metamorphosis’;

cvcntc that take plcce during King Duncan’s murder. the ctackcd mirror of the
Lady of Sbalott). Also, c totally alien
happening can pmvokc c tragedy
camewhereelse, cs if cU the threadsin the
universe were cooncctcd.
D&in@ with God and Ike Devil: not of
course thcolo&al witiogs, but storia
which make use of that misty borduland
ofbeticf to framcafantcctictale(csinthc
trcgic history of Doctor Faustus).UsucUy
this theme overlcps others, such cc time
warps or transformations.
These many strands make a linemeshed net; and it catches a wide variety
of fish. In spite of the fvat pas-

quoted above, don’t expect unmitl@ed
horror. Manguel’s deftition of the fantastic is broad e.nou~ to include two
exquisite turn-of-the-century
jokes:
Beerbohm’s “Enoch Soames” and
S&i’s “Laura,” which get charming
fun. the one out of the Faustian theme,
the other from the notion of transmigration. In extreme contrast, out of the
same country and the same generation,
is W&ET de la Mare’s “Seaton’s Aunt,”
perhaps the most hauntingly tenif>%
story in the book, achieving its effect
with no more than a remote hint of
supernatural possibilities. I’m apedally
glad to have this story brought back into
my life. It was a feature of Alexander’s
cxccllent anthology Shorf Stories and

which used to be prescribed for
Ontario senior matriculation, or Grade
13 as it came to be c&d. (What hap
w=d to my mpy.0
In his introductory note to “Seaton’s
Aunt,” Man.@ quoter Chesterton ar
camparing the thrill be got fmm its
“suffocating vividness” to the effect of
his fust reading of “The Turn of the
Ewys,

Ike Circe’s swine;
the fmg prince:and tbc

many foxes of China ghost storia.
seeminglyunrelated Bets which
secrrttydrcmatireeach other (the strcngc

Mm&:

.

Personally 1 belong to the tiny
minority that is unmoved by “The Torn
of the Scrw:;’ and was pleased to find
Henry James represented in this book
instead by “The Friends of the
Friends.” which 1 had quite forgotten
ttbout.
Maanyel, who to our good fortune
now liver ;uno”g us, is Argentine by
birth; and one of the great services thii
book does to the English-reading public
is to present eight Latin-America”
witers, most of them Argentine, most
transl”ted by Manguel, and all except
Barges entirely new to me. They axe all
strlldng, but apart fmm thnt they
Rscinatc me by the gliipsa they give of
Bgroup of long-established communities
of which we hear little except when one
of them has an abrupt change of govern-Screw.”

;~Jsions.

Still. it’s nice to have it on

Thai 1 have said as much as I have
without eve.” mentioning the presence of
Pushkin, Kafka, Maoghan, Lawrence,
Greene, Youmnar, and many more
may help to convey the richness of this
packed anthology.
To quote a
memorable Mordecai BJchler anecdote.,
Canadians like thick books. In this case,
they’ll be right.
Geoff Hancock’s two-volume Bnthology Illusion: Fabler, Fanlades and
Metafictiom is a kettle of quite other
fish from Manguel’s. Which are the
fables, which the fantasies, and which
the metatictions (that word’s the nastiest
barbarism to be imposed a” us since
“felevlsion”) I’m not sure. But they include many kinds of non-realistic tip
tion, ranging from the excellent to the
“lent.
tiresome.. The first volume slarts with
The introductory notes prefaced to
Mavls Gallant, the most distinguished
the stories, partly critical, partly
contributor to almost any anthology she
biographical,
occasionally
autobiohappaLs to be in; but she’s doing the
8mphical. make a” admirable feature of
kind of thing I wish she wouldn’t - a
.Elac~ II%tcr. From one of these it ap_
axrespondence between Maurice Ravel
pars that it wtu under the direct inand C.L. Dodgson in which Ravel is a
fluence of Borges that Mangud became
Basque poet and Dodgson a” avanta profound admirer of Kipling. I’m one
garde composer. The notion is good for
too, but I c&t help feeling that his ada brief smile; the san~e kind of thing
miration distorts his judgement, in the
anbedded in a vast novel like Naliokov’s
sdcctio” of what to me seems a thirdAda can have a marvelkws comic effect.
rate Kipliog story - and also in a review
But Iabound over several pages and
in the GlobeandMail a few months ago.
presented as a thing in itself, it just
in which hlanguel, if 1 remember carseenu heavy-handed.
rcctly, da&d that Kipling was a reactionary. Well, it’s painful to admit that
The volume contains good stories,
our literary swans can be political geese,
though. Sean Virgo’s “Haunt” is
but he ws one - close to the lunatic frbeautifully written. “Niagara Fall” by
David Sharpe, about a ma” obsessed by
inge, in fact. If he were alive today he
rould probably consider Thatcher and
water because he was conceived at
Niagara Falls, is itself a beautiful canRea~o” as dangerously liberal as his
cousin Sttmley Baldwin.
csptio”. Leon Rooke may be disturbed
The writers in English that 1 most
to learn that I Like his “Hanging Out
with the Magi.” Virgil Burnett has done
readlilyassociate with Borges are Stevencover drawings that remind me rather of
son (who is here. very properly, with
Heath Robinson in the more romantic of
“The Bottle Imp”) and Conan Doyle his two styles, and he also contributes a
rho to my real surprise isn’t here at all.
medieval tale in the same agreeable
If Iutt”g”& vlho appears to have read
everything, doesn’t know Doyle’s “on- ’ t”an”fX.
The second volume s&s with W.P.
Holmesian stories, I commend to his attention tv:o thrilling time-warp stories,
Kimella’s admirable “Shoeless Joe
“The Silver Mirror” and “Through the
Jackson Comes to Iowa” and ends with
Veil.” and also “How It Happened,”
P. K. Page’s disturbing vision of a poswhich achieves vith great economy some
sible future, “Unless the Eye Catch
of the effect of the lonsish Daphne du
Fire . . .“: in the middle is my favowite
Maurier story he has chose”, “Split
story in the whole anthology, “The
Steps” by Gary McKevitt. Like most
Second.”
When I tirst read Manguel’s distinw
stories of the kind, it would be ruined by
tion betwen fantasy and the fantastic I
summary, which leaves the rev&et at a
made a mental note that he was t&b@
loss for words. No such handicap afflicts
about the difference betwee” Tolkle”
the anthologist. who contributed a
and Charles Williams, and it’s
blustal~ bwoductio” to each volume:
something of P coup to have found for
Canadianliteraturehas beentransformed
. . ..~nmlictioniramapofLernln
this book what is apparently Wlls’s
earlier writa neglectedto traverse. . . .
only short story. It’s not Williams at his
Their institutionalted works came to us
best, eve” though the main, indeed the
Y archaeolo&al remnants of a past
only character is Lord Arglay, the domicivilization.But “ow the anclcntmmsters
nant fgure in the brilliant novel Muny
in our psychesarc wakingup.

It must
be the awakened monster in
Hancock’s psyche who is responsible for
his images:
Fiction follows the natural meridiansin
the body of our hnylye. Considerthuc
storla as acupuncture points, placer in

language where the energicd erupt as
tlames.
Iibuion One and Illusion Two are good

enough anthologies to have been allowed to speak for theMelves without
all this editorial noise.0
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By AiWHONYBUKOSKI

The Trouble with Heroes and Other
Stories, by Guy Vanderhaeghe, Borealis
Press, 70 pages, $14.95 cloth (ISBN 0
88887 929 6).
Chmneleon and Other Stories, by Bii
Schetmbtucker, Talonbooks, 154pages,
$7.95 paper (ISBN 0 88922 208 8).
I REMEMBER
W.P. Kinsells two summers
ago
telling
me about
Guy
Vanderhaeghe’s wonderful stories. A little later that summa, in a review of Man
Deceending in Books in Canada, he
wrote that Vanderhseghe

“displays a
deftness of touch and maturity of vlsiin
seldom seen in first collectio”s.” and
called Man Descending “stories to be
reread and remembered.” Unfortonately, I c&t say the 8~
of this slim,
leather-bound volume, The Tmuble
with Heroes and Other Slorics, which
apparently WBSwritten before Man Dcrcmding and held until now by Borealis.
The one memorable
piece here.
“Parker’s Dog,” is marred by sloppy
editing. In fact, what Borealis has done
is a dowmight shame: 24 spelling,
capital&km,
and punctuation errors
detract from this otherwise exce.ptlonal

story.

“Parker’s Dog” takes place i” what
to Vanderhaeehe aooears to be a famil-

iar world - grea+ spoons, third-rate
hotels, gays down on their luck. I appreciate his ability to captwe that
milieu. Vanderhaeghe is a “bumpanda-bee?’ kind of titer. judgiog fmm
“Parker’s Dog” and several other
stories here. Not for hbn tea dances and
white wine. After Roy, one of the lost i”

_.-._----

“Parker’s Dog,” despoils IGiber’s car
outside the Dream City Motel, he heads
For an Al-Anon meeting. “My name ls
Roy,” he says, “and I’m an alcoholic,”
and so begins his attempt at self-respect.
“Parker’s Dog” is a Funny. tough-edged
story that succeeds partly because of
Vanderhaeghe’s ear For dialogue and irrcvcrent. inventive phrasing. The sleaay
Kliber is so cheap, For instance. “he’d
crowbar Christ off the cross to get the
nails.” Parker. who sells hii dog For a
bottle of booze, has a touch of the poet
himself. He makes up greeting-card
verse. “It v,as true . . . Parker wrote
them out on motel stationery as they
shoe box. When he was in a good mood
he would recite them at Roy’s pmmpting. beginning, perhaps, with Christmas
(Things is tight and times is hard/So
here’s your
Xmas cardI) and
concludllr with Easter.”
Three other stories exhibit a toughcuv sensibilitv. Tboueh caotivatine in its
&logue ani black-hum&, thi title
piece ends so abruptly it remains a
vignette. “The Trouble with Heroes”
deals with returning Second-World-Wq
veterans, one bf whom, a burn victim,
vxmders whether to wear the rubber
nose they’ve given him in the hospital.
The protagonist’s dilemma ls dellberately ironic: how to make his return to
Saskatchewan appear heroic and trlumphant when in reality he’d lost hi nose
Fallingunder a car after a drunken sexual encounter:
I suppare I was strutting, hating been
oftic’mtly and indisputably delivered
from the stigma of virginity. When I
saw the two tiny beams,whichwere all
Lhstwere permitted in the blackout, I
tried to rcrejm. I Felts terriblejarring
shock. . . then I wasgrapplingwiththe
undercarriageof the ear. I wuld only
Link, “Oh Gad. I’m dying in a slate of
mortal sin.”

More Fully develooed. this stow, like
“Parker’s- Dog,” would ha& b&n a
thoroughly memorable journey into a
v:orld without heroes.
AU seven stories deal with Failed
heroes of one sort or anotbu and vary
widely in time: “No Man Could Bind
Him” takes place during the time of
Chill; “Cafe Society” during the Park
Exposition of 1889;“The King Is Dead”
during the November of John Kennedy’s
assassination; and “Parker’s Dog” the
present.
Vandrtrhaeghe possesses great talent
and promise, but in this early work he
has Fallen a bit short.
On the other band, Bill Schermbra&r’s Chameleon and Other Stories
left me spellbound. His narrator
recreat& in
eountry;ide of Nairobi
and out past Eldoret and Hoey’s Bridge

--.__-.-
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an inter&v with Schermbmcker in
cent issue of The Cwiiano Review. calls
“an environment of-memory.” Asked in
the interview about the autobiographical
nature of Chameleon, Schermbrucku
responded, “Now. . . I see Quite clearly
that everything we do write is autobiographical. . . the whole thing really has
to do with story-telling. IF you’re sitting
down with some people and you’re telling them a story, they have to believe
somehow in the reality of that story at
some level. Now, whether you’re making the story up or whether the story is
an attempt to actually transcribe the
evens. that happen doesn’t matter so
much as whether the person is interested
in the story.”
Schermbrucker’s Chameleqn stories
at times gain their strength From this tension between fact and fiction, between
autobiographical and non-autobiographical tiction. One accepts the fictive
universe, while at the same time remaining aware that Schermbrucker has lived
through the events he ducrlber. Fmm
the safety of British Columbia, allthor
and narrator recall their African past. In
“Vmions,” an inquiry into the deaths
of 10 Mao Fvlaudetainees at a government camp “la the Coast Province of
Kenya,:’ the line between Fact and Fie
tion is alI but obliterated as author and
narrator uncover different accounts of
what happened. “After all these years,”
AU&air writes, “I want to be able to
know and say finally what in the hell was
going on, not that constant lie From the
officials.” He tinds in the end a version
he can trust.
As one mlnht eaoect. violence arises
From both n&ml- ana socio-political
landscapes here. Along the natural fandscape, ihe “gee-bot&tc cosmos,~’ as
Jose Ortega y Gasset would caUit, mamhas cud in trees. On the political Front,
the British sall into Mombasa and RUndini Harbour and Mau Mao hide oul
and make peace with the animals who
later help them in their struggle. To
Allstair. the emotional landscape is just
his-father rises early, the da& pr&oking “thoughts in him that he must shne.
And he did not know how. He struggled
to speak . . . and it came out rainfall,
brake linings, or a complete explanation
of the workings of an electric bell. . . .‘I
AUstalr’s relationship is no better with
his brother Calvin who, like other
characters, reappears throughout the
stories.
“Aga Dawn,” “Mile Blghteen,”
“Muiuki’s Mother,” “Afterbirth”: all
are extraordinary stories deserving
rrxognition. My one reservation is with
the title story, the sixth of eight in the
collection. By this time a device Scherm-
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brucker uses earlier in “Roger Ash or
the Year We Built the Golf Course” and
“Another Movie.,” a device whereby he
introduces an image or symbol early in
the story only to have it reappear with
ironic significance at the end, has begun
to war thin. But why quibble with such
Fine stories as these? 0
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By TOM MARSHALL

E.J. Pratt on His Life and Poetry,
edited by Susan Gingell, University of
Toronto Press, 218 pages, $30.00 cloth
QSBN 0 gOZ05614 8).
I NEVER
ntoucwr that E.J. Pratt atid I
had anything much in common beyond
being poets and pmfessors of EngUsh
literature with an interest in history.
Now I discover that his first versificatlons were “schoolboy lampoons on his
teachers” For the amusement of his
classmates. I believe some of my own
lampoons (such as the one that likened
my glade sia teacher to Walt Kelly’s
Albert the Alligator) still exist in one of
my more ancient files. It makes me
wonder how many other Canadian poets
began in this essentially social Fashion.
E. J. PratI on His Lift and Poetry is a
very useful book For the serious student

of Pratt. For other readers it will, I
suspect, be only intermittently intenting. It is often very repetitive, since
Pratt’s favourite sayings, phrases, and
anecdotes were trotted out over and over
agatn in his comments on hi life and
work; and in stretches it is downright
boring. Editor Susan Gingell attempk in
her introduction to refute the assertion
of Louis Dudek and Michael Gnamwski
that there was “almost no developed
literary theory Fmm E.J. Pratt,” but in
my judgement Dudek and Gnarowski
are correct. Stilt, this l&k is quite Uluminatlng about Pratt’s methods.
It confirms among other things that
Pratt was very much a poet of Fact (with
salutary flights into Fantasy), a man very
much concerned to get right and then to
versify those details of science,
technology, and heroic animal and
human struggle that “took bold” of hi
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and fired his imagination. He ws
suspicious of a more introspective
poetry: “If poetry just meam wubling.
or just spinning fan&s out of one’s inner consciousness?there would be some
force in the questmn [of whether poetry
should be tied to humdrum fact]. A bird

doer the tinr; aspider thesecond.” (It is
worth noting here that Al Purdy has
compared himself as poet to a spider
vho spins from himself webs to support
his own existence.) The only Canadiin
poet here commended (or even me”tioned) by Pratt is Earle Birney, his obvious succersor as poet of fact (as Purdy
is Birney’s successor).
Pratt goes so far as to speak of the
“task of beating a group of facts and
impressions into Versa.” (It ls only fair, I
suppose, to alkw that he, a playful
speaker, may have been using the word
“beating” somewhat facetiously. But
the notion of poetic process suggested
hex is surely a rather naive one..) Pratt
learned early that his poatry had to be
made out of the concrete and the
material; in this respect he departs fmm
Victorian poetry just as much as the
“imagist” Ezra Pound. His cnmu~entaries on particular poems offer pouch
data about seals, whales. whaling then
and now (without,
cutiously, any
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reference Lo Moby Dick), disasters atui
adventures at sea, aad other matters that
he attempted to transform into poetry.
It is interestiog at one point to
overhear Pratt waxing enthusiastic

po~lls sometin~cssink under the weight

about the “wild attention” accorded
to the heroic rescue operation of Pried,
the captain of theRoo.wwll who becanx
a” “international figure” in the late
1920s. For who nmembns Fried today?
I suppose the gung-ho astronauts of The

Feud.” And it is interesting that the
most powerfully lmaghmtlve and m
“Illll of au his poems - “The Tmam”
- is also the mOdt fantastic.
What of the man, as revealed here7
Well, he was cagey, I suspect. There was
someone else behind the camouflage of
those anecdotes
and sayi-.
Here he
seems determinedly optimistic, folksy,
joUy. His tone and style are Victorian
and idealistic. Heydmits to a youthful.
naive faith in technology. He stresses the
“lighter” side of Newfoundland life
even though he mmtio”s the frequency
of disaster and death at sea. Perhaps he
felt there was enough darkness in the
world and in himself that he need not
dwell on it in his public utterance (out-

RiShl Sfqff have replaced “awl hemes
of the past i” the popular l”lagi”atlon.

though the fame of Charles Lindbergh.
Billy Bishop. and other early heroes of
the air has survived. And, anyhow. isn’t

“The Roosevelt and the Antinoe,”
through which I suffered in high school,
basically journalism in verse? Though it
was apparently

at one time Pratt’s

favoutite among his poema, it is certainly not (as he admitted) as thrilling as
Homer. A journalistic or fictional prose
account would swly have been more
gripping. Better yet, why not make it
into a “disaster” film (a”d while they’re
at it, mmeunc should reproduce the
Halifax explosion of 1917 in filming;
Barome:er Riring.

The documentary poent is, of course,
a” honourable Canadian tradition, and
Pratt is its great progenitor. But such

of reportage. I am grateful. therefore

that Pratt could sometimes forget about
accuracy to develop such fantasies ss
“The Witches’ Brew” and “The Great

side the poatry, that is, where a deeper
and more ambivalent self may be
detected underneath the humanistic and
not-verysonvincing Christianity).

Pratt was not, I think, much of a
poetic theorist, but he wa$ possessed of
immenre good re”se about writing. Both
his good sense and hls good will shine
thmugh this useful book. 0
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The changes in policing that are reStthing
from the emergence of private security raise
ethical and political questions that
governments will be faced with during the
1980s and 90s.
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After four violently sensational collections,
Lorna Crazier’s new book of fiOetry offers the possibility
of turning bitterness into hope

By KRISTJANA

The Wealher, by Lorna Cm&r,
Coleau Books, 81 pager, $6.00 paper
(ISBN 0 919926 24 X).

A coNslDgaATloN OF Loma crculsr’s
first four books of poems - Inside Is
the Sky (1976), Cmw’sBlackJoy (19781,
1% Longer Zb
People (m-auUxxad

xitith Pattick Lane, 1979), and Humans
(1980) - suggests that
Cm&r writes pattly out of a desire to
produce arresting poetry. Her latesl
volume, The Weather, shows a dcpartura from a persistent search for cffea
and the emergence of some mellowing
compassion.
Cmzier’s hallmark up Lo now has
been the landscape of the Prairies taking
on the features of the woman and poet.
Her poetry has been a merciless sdfinspection and has shed some light on
how the Saskatchewan landscape can
mirror the soul thal struggles through
life. The pain of love has become her
special territory, over which she has
trawlled four times in four books. A
fifth journey through the violence of
love might have been monotonous but
forrunately The Weather conrains
poems that reach beyond the sexual tensions and feats thal .occupy her former
volumes.
Crozler’s first book. Inside Lsthe Sky,
is marked by highly developed imagery
and metaphor, although the lines are not
as skilfully manlpulaR.d as in her latest
collection. The volutnc is concerned with
v:oman as victim and man as torturer.
At the tbne of its appearance the
dynamics of male-female relationships
may have been fresh. but now thhatcry is
overdone.
For all its myrhical
significance, the image of woman-aswth has become a trap it is a relief to be
rid of.
While Crozler touches cm the real
fears and sufferings of femalesmuality
in her first book, the problem of
credibility persists. There is a flavour of
the sensational about the poems. an aura
of showmanship. A kind of female
Dracula emerges, as does a female
and Other Beats

GU.‘.ARi

Frankens& ln “Memory,” in which
Lhe narrator pictures herself consrrwting a man, “at night/I build your
face./1 construct a skeleton. . . . ” The
concern is with the monslmus illusions
we have of each @her as lovers, but the
imagery sometimes t&arts a poem of
its own at times in wlllslon with the
intended poem.
At times Cmzier’s emphasis on images
of violence is overdone and renders a
slightly hiasrre effect, as in “Bllazard,”
where “Heavy with snow the sky mllapses,/its chest flat against the hard
earth. . . .I’ AL other times Qozlcr’s
poems strike just the right note in their
dlltness. This happens in a grand little
poem, ‘Ust Oasis,” in which a young
woman is forever belna- a!_mroachcd
by
__
men who are burdened by their families-,
irramxtslblc elderly men who think they
arc i;l love and are willing to abandoh
even their own children. The narrator
has a gun, distrusts the professed love.
and fights back at forces that pmistently turn her into the muse. The
muse’s refusal (0 suffer ls an interesting
twist: “He came into the yard;/ . . . he
was not the first/He
carried his
home/on his back./Chairs hung on his
b&;/children
squirmed under his
hat./His wife bowed on his shoulder./
I tried to freeze/ths words in his
LA/.
. . ‘No.’ No tnorc . . . .”
The fma poem of Inside Is the Sky
contains the statement that most matters
Lo Crazier’s early work. In “Inner
Space” the woman who is always turned
into earth and muse declares almost
matter-of-factly thal she is a person,
claindng thahal“i look small/and catthbound/lntt inside/ii the sky,” thereby
&mlli~ the themes to come in her next
four books. The body is turned insideout, the inside besama the sky, and the
outside is within the body itself.
Crow’s Black Joy contains an oecasional purity of expression that stands
out. In “Dependence.” for example, the
relationship between narrative voice and
image ls skilfully balancedz
The mapledry and lewlaw

Iemu towds

the creek
Its mrrls d& only Ioes
tnto the wrinktedbank
One day it will topple . . .
Whenyou feel me tmdng
push me uprikht
and walk rrw.
The transition ls dean, and

violence has
given way lo wlncrability and stoicism.
The cerstnonies of love hetwcn men
and women arc expressed with clatity as
well. “Ablutions” is an example, even
though it acquiesces to the poet’s insistence on necessary violence. The lover
says, “after you stand cleansed/and
water weeping/before me/i anoint you/
with the oils of wouads.”
The violence of love in t&w’s Black
Joy suggestsa repressed anger in the narrative voice, motivatsd by a will to suffer. The poems arc at gunpoinr, so to
speak, and the desire seems to be to kll.
At times the reader absurdly bccomcr
the inttudlng lover. The line between
truth of soul, aesthetic power, and
pathological sensationalism is sometimes
strerched thin. In the end the repetltlous
tension between love and hate risks
monotony. and the reader may become
immune to it all. Sometimes what
amounts to an underlying hatred for her
subject emerges.. This happens in
“Paper/Weight,” in which the narrator
claims she wants “to wits a pocm/ihat
sucks you dry and weary/into the reddening ball of sky.” She *ants to write
“a poem to cave/your buffalo skull.”
Ths disturbing aspect of her second
book is the emphasis on whar appears to
be a form of necmphilia, as in “Patchwork,” where “The bed grew./The
empty half lay as stark/as a body coffined/on the dining mom table. . . .”
The concern wilh death is rcpeatcd in
“Deep tiell,” in which the narrator
says, “When I die/do not bury me/. . .
When I have stiffened/dr,ag my body to
the highest hill/ . . . Let my body twist
and turn. . . .I’
“Back Cover Picture” is perhaps
most indicative of Lhe poctlcs Cmaier
succumbs to so compleiely in her early
books. For a cover photograph, nothing

but a sado-masc&istic sex-pore will do:
the narrator
poses “behind/my
typewriter,”
she sits “beside/the
Havaiia” Ti plant.” they try “outdoor
shots,” until she fiidly lies “with arms
and legs spread/my fingers clawing at
the nails. . . .” The photographer labels
this shot “Woman as Poet,” suggesting/that even in art women have t”
become sex-objects. Poetry is sex
sometimes in these books, and the poem
is a sex-act, both the writing and reading
of it. “Conclusion” spells this out:
“there
is nothing
better/than
poetry/poems

are betted

. . . than

sheets/stained white. . . .” All this leads
to the n”_cgingsuspicion that Crazier is
mainly concerned with her male
audience.
The fourth book. Humans and Other
Eeosts, is a little different but not a
radical departure from the first two. The
violence is toned down and the language
plainer, the intensity faded and the pain
muted. Wc are presmted with a slidcshov: effect of various forms of
frtakishners, but the unreality of the
tint two books. in which Crazier edges
so close to pyschological abnormality.
necrophilia. and torture, the lightweight
nnture of some of the beast-poems is
anti-climactic. There is a confusion of

in the poem to evcnkethe chill of
imagistic-, nothing
what
has to say. Repeatedly she

namtive,
and satirical
poetry, and the impression is that the
poet is searddng for a new way of saying
thbtgs.
One poem in this collection stands
“ut. “Let me Have a” Honest Sadness”
is effective, clean, and genuine, and
perhaps the fittest poem in all the first
four c01lecti0ns:
lyrical,

that sits on my sbadders
with tbe might o/memory
Let me have(111
honut sadness
that breaksrhmughskin
like shoulderblades.sndn.-zrs
tmili~ blocdoversnow
like a fox draggingifs bdly
from the mar of the Arctic CaI . . . .

The “Returning” section in general is a
relief, some of tbe sensationdiim is gone
and the reader is left with hope for
somethbtg more positive to come.
That hope is justified by the present
collection, T/w Weather. At first it
seems Cmzier has chosen to &dare
rather than ewkc, to tell rather than
create. In the title poem the “arrator

claims that “the cold folIows us,” and
“‘A hand mwes across/a pencil drawing
of the world/and smudges ewytbing.”
but the beginning of the poem bathes the
reader in heat and light, and there is

she

tums amund and simply makes the
statement in contradiction to her own
poetics.
While lRe Weather bears the mark of
maturity and poetic fulftient for which
the first four books were searching.
s”mc of the old agcm%sremain. In “The
Foetus Dreams,” for example, the narrator becomes her own foetus. It is a
kmdy thought: she wants to go into ha
own womb. s” t” speak, to make herself
conceive by herself. The poem can only
be read with a sense of humour. “Letter
t” a Lover Far from Home” maintains
its aesthetic until the last stanza, in
which a poelic bathos “ccurs with “This
is all to say:/such singing there will
be/when you return.” For s”“te”nc as
conscious of technique as Cmzier is, this
explanation m the end is a” odd twist.
“This Is a Love Poem Without
Restraint” is symptomatic of the
changes that have occurred between this
and previous books. The narmlor
dedmcs that “This poanlis full of
pain,” with some humour. Yet it is hard
to believe the declaration: the poem does
not seem anything but happy.
On the whole there is more striking
beauty and consistent bnagerial patterning in The Weather than before.

TORONTO IN ART by Edith G. Firth
Fit&my & Whites&
A LITTLE WILDERNESS: THE NATURAL HISTORY OF TORONTO
by Bill Ivy, O&d University Press
DAVlD BOYLE: FROM ARTISAN TO ARCHAEOLOGIST
by Gdd Kilfun, University of Toronto Press
THE MONEY-SPINNERS by Rod McQueen
MacmiUun of Gnda
EUNICE DYKE: HEALTH CARE PIONEER
byMarionRop,DundamF+e.ss
THE NIGHT THE GODS SMILED by Esic Wright
Collins Publishers

“Pavlova” has a touch of humane
pathos, v&h evocations of beauty within
horror and horror vvithin beauty. This
stims to be what Crazier has bee” attempting all along, nowhere as SUEce:sfolIy as in this poem. Pavlova is a
beautiful danecr whose final thought is
of children: the possibility arises that she
made the wong choice in life. In the end
she glvcs birth to pas as the doctor performs surgery on her lungs and lets in
“the slg.” The woman who goes into
herself in art, turns herself inside out.
“Even you, Pavlova, you/with the
beautiful feet and erms,/evcn you did
not die/with grccc or beauty.” In “MidFebruary” the “arrator and a bird are
watching someone split wood. The
speaker becomes the bird, “song riws in
the snow.” and the poem becomes the
song. The theme of poet as bird who
takes the “other” with her continues
throughout the book. AUthe variants of
the soul in flight are touched on.
As the book progresses the pouns
comment on one another. After
Pavlo\~a’slungs arc cot open to drain the
disease, after the foetus is rolled out of
its mother’s womb “like a” avocado”
seed, v:c find the husbvld in “Between
Secsons” stitching himself @ii jeans) up
sgaln after givl”g birth to his wife, so to
speak, who “left him,” and “the thread
is bright and dear -/brave, ““eve”
hyphens of colour/joining
him
precariously/to the morning.” Another
dimension is the roptwc of the seasons
that gives birth as well. In the title poem,
for esantple, the narrator wants to
believe in the biih of two lovers as
seasons change, saying, “I want to
believe in you,” but instead. “Even our
faith in seasons is misplaced.”
I” Section Two, especially after
“Draught,” the poems deal with disap
pointment and bmke” song. I” “Last
Days of Fall” the “ights “grow longer,”
the bird of the soul has a broken wing
cod “will drag its wing across our eyes.”
“Somewhere there is a man/who ~a”
kill,” she claims, intimating that the
lover can break the wings of the soul.
Section Three contains the story of
Made Anne Laglmodi&e, the “first
white worna” in the West.” This section
conti”ues from earlier books. where the
-ator
stro&s with the prairie as if
she were the “first white woman” there.
I” a sense everyone is the first pioneer
through life. and poetry itself is a
cildcmas to be crossed. The themes of
love in death, violence in tmdcrness, of
entering the land and turning the self
inside-out, arc repeated here. The
speaker comments on “the ma” who
sleeps with you/under the skins of what
he has I:illed . . . ,” extcmalizlng the
lover’s pain and making it part of the
e.spetiencc of the west.

The unifying integrity of the first two
sections is expanded in the second two
parts, dealing with the first white
woman, history and the characters of a
rooming house. The wlldemcss is pitted
against the wnfmd
rooming-house
space and the juxtapositions of inside
and outside mntlnucs. “Main Floor
Rooms,” for example, has LhcImage of
“loneliness” that “drags itself/across
Lhefloor above me . . . ,” which is a vcrsion of the bird with the broken wing
dragging itself “across our eyes” in
“Last Days of Fall.”
A certain regeneration occurs at the
end of the book as the avocado-seed
foetus becomes the pebble of hope and
hidden love that the prisoner in
“Monologue: Prisoner Without a
Namp” manages to keep in his pocket
until hi release. She suggests that “. . .
when you leave, if they let you go, there
ls something left of you/like a pebble
you have hidden/all these months in
your pocket,/a pebble you’ve polished
in the darkness. . . :’ The process of
turning bitterness into hope has bee” a
long one, but now Cmzlw, no longer
tigigFd offers us a voice with a

the tensions of human relationships.
Bmnch Lines is Maltman’s second
book, tid in it he presents a series of
vignettes - reminiscent at timer of the
vignettes Hemingway used in In Our

..
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Branch Llncs, by Kim Malt”&
Thistledown Press, 66 pages, 516.00
cloth (ISBN 0 920066 50 X) a”d~S7;95
paper (ISBN 0 920066 49 6).
White Nolsc, by Garry Raddysh,
Thiitlcdow” Press. 58 pages, $16.00
cloth (ISBN 0 920066 54 2) and $7.95
paper (ISBN 0 920066 53 4).
Running Into the Open, by Pamela
Bantlng, Turn&one Press, 32 pages,
$3.00 papa (ISBN 0 88801 165 6).
KIMMA~.T~,AN
and Garry Raddysh have
recently published books of poetry in
which they betray a strong interest in the
relationship between line and v&c.
Maltma” ws lodg. prosaic lines in
order to approximate the voice of the
prairie storyteller; Raddysh, on the
other hand, uses short lines and brief
stanzas in a” understated rendering of

Tinte - to d&lop a sense of both the
deprivations and the abundance of.
prairie life. The title offers a clue.to his
conccms. He writes of the decay that
follows the abandonment of branch
lines and of decay in a number of cbmmo” human contexts, and against this
decay he juxtaposes an i~rcpmsslble
abundance of prairie life: ,“all that life
seethes up, begins w&./out
there
under the smoldering starlight.”
In most of the poems Maltman makes
the subject of the actlo” a” unidentified
“you.” I” “The Antelope Hun~rs.”
for &unple, he writes about the plight
of the antelope - tended by hunters
during the winter. slaughtered during
hunting season. He thinks of how
hunters drive their prey against barbed
wire, and concludes: “And you think/of
all the ranchers in their pickups, with
their gunracks and/their checked
jackets, you think of them sitting back
some-/where. end you take the pcir of
wire-clippers from your pocket/and you
just start cutdng.” Aside from lending
authenticity to the voice of the storyteller, his use of the pronoun is a” effective way of drawing the trader into the
action. Maltmen invites us to experience
the prairie with him, to help put out
grass tires, to kill a rattlesnake. to walk
upon the overgrown roadbed of a”
abandoned branch line.
While most of the poems deal w&ha”
individual’s experience while isolated o”
the prairie. some take the form of brief
character sketches. The best of these is
“Raymond,” in which the speaker describes his own frustration at witnesslug
Raymond’s destructive relationship with
his girl: “You think about him,/bad
teeth, bad breath, only 23 or maybe 24
and already/fat emund the middle and
Listen to them till you can’t take
it/anymore, not so much the yelling and
the bittcrnecs, or even/knowing that
they’re almost sure to get married next
ye&but
them somehow “ceding all
this, wanting it.” Maltnmn ftis other
examples of human decay: a spinster
schoolteacher impregnated by one of her
sadents, the foreman whose wife hammered three white scars into his skull,
the cripple who endures repeated sesrims with faith healers. He uses the

:.
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vignette in a masterful way. conveying
slight yet precise impressions of prairie
eSpe&llCe.
I have only one reservation about his
work. In four of his poems he concludes
by abruptly departing from his prosaic
lines and using a few very short lines.
This works well in “The Uses of Snake
Oil,” where the departure parallels the
hnroduction of some sinister spezulalion; but in “Owls” the departure is gratuitous, presumably lending dignity to a
sudden insight into the nature of things:
“You move on,/past familiar places. In
a small tield by the mad a man looks
upi’and v;aves, then twos back to the
binder, having failed to/recognize your
face. The cycle/continues./The cycle
/continues.” This leads an inconsistency
to his voice, which, I think detracts from
the effect of the poem.
While Maltman is concerned with
placiy himself and his readers in the
context of the experiences and objects
that are characteristic of the prairie,
Carry Raddysh’s White Noire is an
attempt to map out a tumultuous inner
region: the feelings, thoughts, and turmails that surround a series of tenuoos
Raddysh’s~techniqueis the very opposite
of Maltman’s. He uses short lines and
brief stanzas to convey sparse impres
sions of sparse relationshios: “hesltantlv
passing through/the
hinds of the
v:oman/v:ho loves my words/what they
say of her./what they do not say/of me,
the vacancy welcome:
The cumulative effect of this tecbniqoe of understatement is white noise, the
silent knoxiog that underlies the relationships. As Raddysh wiles, “put your
hsnd on Ihe stone/it is white and hard,
unmoveable!do not speak of your
touchit@it is white noise.?’ The
touching itself defies speed-~.yet in his
poems Raddysh persists in trying to
bring the hope and uncertainty of love to
words.
It is nolable that Raddysh does not
write of happy relationships. Deceit is
his most common theme, and relationships are described as “diiasters of our
own making.” He muses on whether or
not these disasters stem from the
attempt at establishing something permanent within the variety and motion of
life: “when the hand falters/and falls
back. stung, sbamed,/unable to reach
across!to a face which turns/and turns
toward you.”
But Raddysh sees the poems themselves as reochiy across to the other. as
confronting the contradiction of variety
and permanence: “to set down/in
order/this
wildness,/the
furious
pinltJuoderside/of tbe evening sky.”
His tone is elegiac, mourning the failed
relationships, and this lends a coo&

__ _. _--___-,
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tency of pessimism to the ‘work:
“nothing/I have said/touches/the root
of man.” The disappointed lover resons
to speech, to poetry, but finds only further disappointment. Raddysh is very
successful in maintaining this tone, and
the result is a muted rendering of failed
love.

This consistency. however, highlights
a problem. Raddysh’s tone becomes
tedious. partly because the speaker is
continually showing off the depth of his
insights. In “These Failures,” the
speaker claims that “these failures/
bewildered and amused me,/left me
encumber&/and restless.” This worldwearinas is not a sympathetic trait. and
at times the reader may conclude that
the speaker of these poems deserves the
fate he is complaining of.
Consistency of tone is clearly lacking
in Pamela Banting’s first work of
poetry, a chapbook entitled Running
Into Ihe Open. In it she experiments with
a number of differ& voices and stanza
forms, with vsrying degrees of success.
Some of the poems are ineffective. In
“The,” Bantiog is presumably presenting an impressionistic rendering of a seaual experience, but it could also be a
record skipping or a lecher stuttering.
She begins “To Gabriel Dumonl” by
proclaboing her need to know her past,
but soon drifts into a lurid sexoal fantasy that produces giggles - and Ban,ting probably did not intend this. Her
“The Erotics of Space,” in which she
;ide it? after which thi lovers “begin
again/the saying/recalling oar world,”
is more suecessfol; but her diction and
her manipulation of line and stanza lad
a diinlry and elevation to the subject
that it does not seem to warrant. She
ends this poem by highliiti~ the silent
breatbllg of the lovers, yel the importance she vests in the breathing - “our
do not l&” - remains u~&rtab~ If
she had dealt with the breatbii simply
as an image, instead of hinting that it is
redolent with ineffable meaning, the
poem might have been more satisfying.
But dome of the poems are dazzling,
and once she has found a voice that soits
her she wi8 be a very accomplished poet.
In “The Moment of Fruit” Banting
gives a controlled evocation of harvest.
She piles up her images, making the
poem seem to ripen with the season she
deszribes: “The air fslls down/around
me like apples./Dosky plums gathw
in/like clouds fmm the we&./And the
winds rush in/to turn the year mound.”
Her “Skaling Poems” detail precisely
the weariness and longing of the experimce, and in “Once, in Alberta” she
gives a precise and compelling account
of a remembaed evening. 0
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A limited number of back issues
of Books in Cannda are available
for the following prices per copy,
plus postage and handling:
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Poetic activity is at a high point, says
Irving Layton, but there are few great poems,
because society has smothered passion
By DOALUD MkRTm

Layton: Tim's an accident. My in-laws

,RYlNOLAYrON.at 71. hardly needs a”
inwoducdo”. Throughout a tempestuous career that spans more than 30
years he has never shrunk from the
public e)re. Vividly outspoken in his

went LoItaly and decided to bring back a
Gucci bag LLIa gift for their son-in-law. I
looked at the thing - much too small to
of Goethe OF
sporting one-of
these Gucci bags and broke into gales of
laughter. So I put it away. Then when
whad a falling out - we’re separated
n”w - I took the Guccl bag and nailed
it against the outside house wall BIGa
t&man. It’s there to keep away tbe
vampires of materialism. just as the
Transylvanian peasants are known to
nail bats to the rvalI hi keep away “am-

temptfor

“shekel-chasing society. . . a
technological civilization.
leading to
another l:bul of barbarism.” Layton

published his first poems with Firsf
S~afen~enr and Norfhern Review in
Montreal. where he had moved with his
psreas from Romania when he was a
yeearold. He was educated at Macdonald
College and McGiU University, and in
1952 helped found Contact Press with
Louis Dud& and Raymond Souster. In
1959 Lwton moved to Toronto to teach

pires. The Gued bag is my symbol for
the consumer society. Let’s face it, the
only thing that counB in our sociery is

English’ at York Universiry, and
remained in Ontario until lasl fall when
he decided to return to Montreal. His
fust book 1o receive wide acclaim was A

other lilermy form?

InyLon: I could say that poetry chose me
rather lhan the olher way aromld. I
remember writing verse at B very early
age. I wrote my first poem for a teacher
who sexually amused me. I was no more
than 11 or 12 years old. The second
poem I ever wrote !vas a very sarcastic
poem for a girl who had first favoured
me by allowing me to wry her books.
She then bestowed that favour upon the
class hero, the captain of the basketball

-

which I’m working on now. is calIed
Poemsjor Jack the Ripper- agai% love

poems and bate poems.
BIG: The&s somespeculation (LFIO why
you have moved back to Monlreel. Does
II have to do with thesepemtion fmm
your wife end all the problems thcrl
ensue?
Layton: That’s one of several reasons.

h’s not tbe only reason, and I wouldn’t
eve” say R’s the most important mason,
but certainly tbe separation from my
wife - and my chUd - is a very important reason. Had I been successful in
waning regular access to my child I

Irving L;lyto”: It’s not quite accmate to
say that The Gucci Beg is an old tollsdon. though I caa understand how that

would arise, because there is a”
earlier wsion of The Gucci Beg that
was “ever put in any of the book stores.
It was only a collectors’ item, becare
McClelland 6: Stewart did noLOt
want to
brlly out a hardback. Now there is a
somewhat revised and larger version of
i%e G”cci Beg. I took out about 20
poems fmm the first edition, minor
pieces. I substituted about 35 poems for

notion

would newer leave Toronto. I would
have perhaps IeR Oakvllle, because R’s a
rather dull place. You know, Oalwille is
IrvingLwtm
the possession of money. Not talent.

Nol-decency.

The Gwcl bag is my
warning to other people not Lo become
entrapped in the shekel-chasing, so they
will not lose their souls.
BIG: LeyIon is no1 your reel neme - it’s

the ones I had taken out. But they all
belong in The Gucci Reg; in no sense is
there a hiatus bewxen these new poems
and the tirst limited edition.

BIic: ri4y call this collecdon The Gucci
Bag? 11’ssuch an odd lkle.

.._.__

they aU had had honoumble Hebrew
names - noi at all. I used to call myself
Irving Lazar, because I was able to end a
poem, “And fmm near or far, you have
the love of Irving Lamar.” I stuck wilh
that for quite awhile. Then along edme
Layton. I like Layton because it rhymes
with Satan.
BiC: Why did you choose pOerry over

hate. The successor to The Gucci Beg,

Eoolm in Canada: Is The Gucci Baa II
completely new work, or b it jusi e
rewmoed version ofthewevlous limited
edido;r called The &~cc~Bag?

_

time. When Jews appeared, the mosl
odious names that could be foundwould
be foisted on them. That’s the main
reason for changing my name. No
recognition was take” of the facl thal

doing exactly the same things. In The
Gucci Beg you’ll find poems of love and

in the course of an interview with
Donald Martin:

_._

.

team. R’s bw.re.sting to see thal these
two aspects of my talent manifested
themselves immediitely - fir% a love .
poem; second, a hate poem. Here I am
now, 71 years old, and I find myself

Red Carpet for the Sun (19X’), and
amonp his 30 or more olher collections
are Lovers and Lesser Men (1973). The
Pole-~‘a”lIer
(1974), and For My
Brother Jews (197@, as well as numel=
ous volumes of hisselected poems. His
most recent book is The GucciBeg(M*
Clelland Pr Stewarr). v~hich he discussed

._.

be put into the category of the “ntouchsbles. Not like Way. Lazamvlbh
means “son of a leper.” The name had
been given to my forebears when a tensus was taken in Romania for the first

_____

one of Lhe richest communitiu
in
Canada, and the dullness, of course, is
proportionate. Richness seems 10 have a
rerrlbly dulling effect on the human
mind, and people there are a perfect
illustration of that. So it was 8’ toss-up
between Tomnto and Montreal.
I debated the question a @‘eat deal.

4
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Lezamvlfch. Why did you change it?
Layton: Very few people were.able 10

I
Toronto has been very limd to me. On- 2
tarlo, in general, has been a very 8

pronounce the name. and in those faroff days to have a foreign name was to

favorable
place fo me. But I !ind 8
Toronto a sterile city. I find it ah

_-.
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spirirudly deadening city. Toronto is a
city for young people, who are ambitious, rho are striking out in their
cwzers. I Pnl not young, and I’ve never
had that kind of ambition anyway. I just
nmunlly
rose, but not through any
effort on my part.
ElC: Does Monlreal offeryou more of u
spiriruai and creative inpimtion?
Laston: I like the Catholic humanian

of
11’S not a Presbyterian setting, like Toronto. Toronto is antierotic. The French Canadian is a much
more joyful, witty. and fun-loving
creat”re then the A”gloSaxon. He’s not
iis much of a snob as the Anglo-Silxon.
He hs aftiliaions with Europe that the
anglophone simply does not have. Mon-

nmal.

tlOW

treal is an older city. It enables me to
dremn in a way that Toronto does not.
There are certain streets, lanes, and
parks in Montreal that are very conducive to dreaming. Toronto certainly
has its beauties, but 1 have “ever felt
anything other than alien I” Toronto.
There’s a difference to” between the
Montreal Jew and the Toronto Jew. The
Toronto Jew I call a WASH - White
AngloSaxon Hebrew. The Jew in Montreal still retains a lot of his Jewishness.
It’s a centre of a” ongoing cultural
evolution. That’s why Montreal became
the centre of poetic activity in this co”“try, because you have three solitudes
living side by side with very Little intercowse between and among them. To the

artist. the friction between and among
these three groups - the English Cansdian. the French Canadian, and the
Jewish Canadian - has bee” extremely
stimulating.
BIG: As II ma” who has been involvki
’ with Canadian li:walure

forsolong,

what do you think ofthe writing that has
been coming out over thepmt lOyears?
Lay(on: On the one hand, there seems to

be a trenwndous amount of poetic activity. There are more magazines “cw
than ever before. And look at the poetry
readings - this is a feature that few
Cansdians appreciate fully. When I tell
Eumpemn that the Qnada Council subsidiw its poets for readings they can’t
believe it. There’s a great deal of poetic

AVAILABLE
LIP& (and Death)
in the “YooNlTED

TRlJTH~sTRANGER
THAN PRXON!

collezdondnew~
items indicatesthe
fasci&ngmtiinthexarchforthe
Amaieandream.
$2%9Scl. a-bzx II zi49p

The first bookdevoted to the fiction of
Alice Mmro. Includes ten essays and an

“The Reagan Administration’s inside story. A” exciting
account of Washington policymaking that eve” Roberts’

activity -

that’s on the black side.

perplexes
me - while there is a great deal of BP
livlty. I feil to see the products, rhe greet
poems.WhatI see is what I have begun
to call the competent poem, the
rorkehop poem. It looks good until you
try to smell it, or laste it, or louch ir cod then you see thaf it’s ersatz. it’s just
competeor. Why? Because it leeks passion. It lacks that special feeling; that
megle, that transformation, that only a
true poet can give to his experience. I
cm see the poems, but I do nor see the
poets. I see tbe same phenomenon in the
On ihe red side -

and this

United States. I don’t see any poets
rising to lake the piece of a Robert Frost

or even e. e. cumminps. What 1 see is e
host of very minor, minor, minor peels
with rather smell voices.
BiC: ltlz_vdo JWUthink sucha situation
existstodq)‘? Is it merely a pmduct o_f
the times?
l&lon: If what I say is true - end I

have to preface this with that, because I
may be too close sod therefore see only
the shrubs-it may very well be that the

literary sensibility is disappearing. The
sensibility that enabled us to enter into
the world of a Qlarles Dickens may have
been killed ‘off by the critics, or our
secular society, by our technological
civillzetion, which is really most unkind
to imaghmtion and intuition and, above
eIl, passion. That may be one factor.
The othw factor is that the litemry
sensibility, the sensibllily that wants to
give us a synoptic vision of reality, has
been channelled into film-making. Now
when I go to see films by Cdppola, or by
Buliuel, or Mall+ I find that these ere
the ones that give me that metaphysical
bang. They ere the ones who are calling
attention to the dangers of the poisons in
the atmosphere of the 20th century.

They ere today’s great poets.
Today’s
poem, unlike
“The
Wasteland,” is usually a minimal lyric
- it’s usually very personal. As far es
Canadian poets go, there seems to be no
or little wclal or political ewerenus. As
far as Canadian poets are concerned,
Guleg nevei happened; there wes no
Iiol0ceust.U

CFIILL)REtVS BOORS

Rosa forbids ha to mention any of this
at home, and the two of them find Little
to talk about. It takes some wise advice

from Paula’s graodmother. es well as a
rather hackneyed crisis - Rosa’s sudden, se&us illness - to effect a neonciliation and to bring Paula lo terms
with her dual heritage.
Hughes is good al setting up the canIlicts that create a good story, but

somehow the total effect here is disap .
pointing. There is an tmeven~s and
strange imbalance in the episodes. In a
loog opening sequence Paula tries to
bleach her hair in hopes of becoming
blonde like her mother. This does explain something about Paula’s sdfimage and about her relationship with
her mother, but rhe event itself has so
little relevance to all that follows that il
seems awkward and out of place. The
amount of space it gets is dispmpor-

tionate.
_
By the end of the story, significant
events are dealt with too briefly. For
instaoce, Paula’s Ukrainian dancing
lessons are very important to her. and
she has to win-major concessions from
her mother to be elIowed to take them.

and the restless: from a
child abduction in British Columbia to a
perplexing chase through time
The young

By MR

This unknown father bemmes even
more important to Paula es Rosa
becomes i&asiogly friendly with Hans
Kruger. a man she meets et a German
Club perty. A strein develops between
Paula and her mother, growing when
Paula locates her Ukrainian grandmother and begins to spend much of her
free time with her. Paula begins to take
Ukrainian dancing and lawwe lesson%

Y AIMSLIE SMITH

And she must be extraordlnarlly good 81

them. She moves through severel clarses
to catchap with her age group all in one
MUNOREADERS
are often insatiable. If
they have the reading bug. they consume
material avidly, during meals, in
bathrooms, under bedcovers, and in the
back seas of moving vehicles. That is
why it is so difficult to keep their habits
supplied. There ere a number of new
titles. all attmctively presented, all with
btiehtlv ilIustrated covers. that attempt
to & this demand.
My i&me is Paula Popowlch!, by
MO& Hughes (James iorimer, 150
pages. $12.92 cloth, $5.95 paper), bar a
lot goiog for it. Hughes is, I Udnk, the
foremost Canadian writer for children in
the lo-to-14 age group, and she has
proven in such previous books as Hunter
in the Dark that she can be es effective in

contemporary settings es in the s&acefiction sloties with which she is more
often associated. Ha readers should like
Paula, the heroine of this recent book,
and be sympathetic to the situation she
faces. Whereas smell children may

solidate their own identities and positions in the world, older children, it
seems to me, want change. They dream
of being better, more exeitlog people
and therefore enjoy books in which this
chance is offered to the hero.
Paula faces not only a new home io
another part of Canada, new friends.
and a new school, but also a brand-new
identity, or at least. e greet CX&OU of
the identity she pre-viomly knew. She
moves with her mother, Rosa Ha-men,
from Toronto to Edmonton to live in the
house that Rosa hes inherited from her
Germm+Ce.oadian parents. There in the
attic Paula uncovers a wedding
photograph sod other evidence of her
mother’s failed marriage to a Paul
Popowich. Rosa has never talked to
Paula about her father end Paula knows
nothins about the Ukraleian side of her
family. She creates an idealired image of
her father and. in spite of learning later
that he was never the hem she imagines,

prefer stories that confirm and con-
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short paragraph, and then the lessons
are barely mmtioned apain. Quibbles,
perhaps, but Hughes has set her own
high standards and we can’t help but
hope she will always live up to them.
In the past several years Bill Fkeemeo
has developed a successful series of
hbaorlwl novels, for readers from nine
to 13, about the dramatic adwnturer of
the Bains children, a fatherless family
living in the 1870s. Events in his fast
three books took place in an Ottawa
Valley lumber camp, on board a square
rigged ship bound for Jamaica, and on a
fishing schooner on the E-1 Coast.
While following the adventures of tbe

peripatetic and resourceful Balns
childreo, his readers pick up quite a lot
of information about life in the CAnada
of that period. Freemen’s latest book,
Trouble et Laehine Mill (James
LorIm=, 128 pages, $12.95 cloth, s5.95

paper), Is set in Montreal. where Meg
Balnr, now 14, and her younger brother
Jamle have taken work in a clotfig fw
tory in orda to help support their
mother and the younger childEn back

., i
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home in Ottawa. Their pay is a mere
Ll.50 a vxek; they can afford to rent
only a miserable attic room; and, under
a brutal foreman, working conditions
YL’terrible. Worst of all, Meg and Jamie
soon learn that they have bee” hired as
scabs to help break a strike of male
wrlxrs at the mill. Much as they need
the wrk, they can only be sympathetic
\vhh the causes of these desperate me”
attd their stvving families.
Perhaps Meg and Jamie seem
unbelievably resilient to all that they
must endure. and certainly the solution
they find to the problem of the strike is
simplistic, ahhougb satisfying from the
workers point of tiew. But the book
doer provide valuable insight into the
appall& factory conditions, the swatshops and the poverty of living cditiotts in the industrial cities of 19thsentmy eastern Canada. And it’s good
to I:no\.: that even workers could have
sonte fun in Montreal, tobogganing and
slx&ng on their day off, or just sightrazingin that faseinathtg. gmwing city.
At the end of this book, Meg and
Jrunie are boarding the train for
Toronto where they hope to find betterpaying work-a sign. we hope, that this
wxllent series will soon have a new
installment in a new setting.
Stuck Fast in Yesterday, by Heathet
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Kellerhals-Stewart (Groundwood, 135
pages, $6.95 papar), also takes place
mostly in a l@torical selling. Jennifer, a
modem child, is v&ithtg a museum
exhibit of historical photographs with
her parents when she is catapulted back
to the turn of the century, to the world
of.the photographs. There she is pursued
by Mr, Blackwood, a” evil photographer, who says he wjll gain stmx sort
of power wet time if he ca” get her
photograph for his collection. Jennifer
is take” in by a doctor’s fantily in rural
southern Ontario and becomes good
friends with the children, Benjamin and
. Thomasina. They somehow understand
her situation, txreue her from se.veraJMcounters with Mr. Blackwood, a”d help
plan her return to her own time period.
Jennifer’s confused reaction... to the
world of her great-grandparents is the
best part of the book. She lives for
almost a year in the past and has difficult adjustments to make to the different clothing, different school procedures, and different expectations of
’ what is proper for young girls.
But the plot is confusing. It is never
clear to me just why Mr. Blackwood is
such a terrible threat, or what will hap
pen to Jennifer if he does take her
photograph. Nor is it clear how he
managed to get her back into the past in

the fmst place.. Thus at the climax of the
story - a visit to the Toronto Exhibition
where Blackwood is hot on the
children’s heels, and suspense should be
building - it isn’t exciting for me,
because I don’t know what is ping on.
Time-travel books can be fan, but if the
basic contrivance that puts the hem
ahead or back in time isn’t convincing
enouah for us to sumend our disbelief.
then the impact is I&t.
The Koota”w lCld”atmer fColli”s. 97
pagea, $10.95 -cloth) i:s-Bri‘e Wil&“‘s
latest Tom Austtcn mystery. The wisecracking, young amateur detective is a
f3miliar f~we i” Canadia” cbii’s
literatwe. and his many admirers will be
glad to follow his latest adventure, set itt
southem British Columbia, where Tom
is on the track of a child abductor.
While Tom works toward a triumphant
solution of the case, Wilson manages to
work itt some messaged about the folly
of accepting rides or talkii to strangers.
This is M accident. It is part of Wilson’s
commitment to the type of young reader
he hopea to reach through his highi”terest stories.
Could DtactdaLivai” Woo~ford?, by
Mary Howarth (Kids Can Press, I59
pages, $4.95 paper), is one of the
nastiest little stories I have read in some
time. The answer to the rather catchy

I

title is no, but two bored school girls
spend their summer holidays tormenting
au old blind recluse in an effort to prove
that he is the famous vampire. They hide

FIRSTNOVELS

Despite the increasing violence, a
Canada in the throes of anarchy seems an
impossible conceit to believe

in his bushes, spy constantly on him,
gui” entry to his house, and when they
RnalIy realize their mistake, they have
few guilty feelings. He is justifiably
annoyed at rhcm, and so they conclude

that he is a” old grouch. The fact that
much of this story is told from the point
of view of Sam, a sheepdog. does little
to redeem it.
The Canadian Children’s Annual,
edited by Robert Nielsen (Potlatch, 160
pages, SL5.95cloth, $9.95 paper), marks
its 10th anniversary with its latest issue.
This year the popular magazine-format
annual contains I8 pieces of fiction, II
poems, and 22 articles providing information on such diverse topics as
Canada’s lonsesest
swingingbridge,
~lassblowlng, Dungeons and Dragons,
Pauline Johnson. and soccer. The cover
art. always a striking feature of the
annuel, is “Bonnie,” a fantasy palming
by Bicl: Bentham. Missing this year ez
the puzzles, games, end comics of
previous annuals, but there ls certainly
enough content to keep young readers
burp for several days af least.
The Book of Cunsdians: An Illustrated Guide to Who Did What, by
Carlotta Hacker (Hurtlg, 240 pages,
$19.95 cloth), is a dictionary of
biography of more than 700 Canadians,
historic and contemporary, written especially for children eight to 14. Most of
ihe entries have accompanying illustrations, some of them a little strange.
Mavis Gallant, for instance. looks as if
she is about to fall out of a” airplane,
rhile Karen Baldwin (Miss Universe,
1932) descends the steps of another
pkme, greeted by a fanfare of trumpets.
Frederick Philip Grove stands almost up
to his l:nees ln snow, his face pretty well
ubscured by his muffler and fur hat.
Of course no one is going to be cornpletely satistied with the choice of
enrrles. and so I might as well name a
fwl of the people that I feel should also
have been included. Steve Podborski is
quire rightly there. but what of crosscountry skiers hero and legend. Herman “Jackrabbit” Smith-Johannsen?
Jaques Plante is in, but not Ken
Dryden. Ann Blades and Dennis Lee, so
\:hy “of Robert Munsch7 How can Jack
Hodgins be excluded when Michael
Ondaatje is in? And is it really quitable
to include Pierre Laportc and not Pierre
VaIlikes? But this book does begin to
fill a need, and anyone involved in
elementary xhool research projects assigning them, doing thun. or offering
advice and assistance on the side - will
find it a useful addition to their
reference shelves. 0
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By PAUL WILSON

THEWORLD
depicted ln Tolerable Levels
of Violence, by Ottawa professor Robert
G. Collins (Lester & Orpen Denny& 241
pages, 817.95 cloth), is set a short
distance in tbe future, i” 1999. For some
reason the lawenforcement system has
almost completely broken down. Cities
like Ottawa have bee” turned into ghettoixd war zones, where bombings, arson, and random gun-tights are everyday occurrences. Things are no better in
the countryside. Marauding bands of
heavily armed thugs on motorcycles,
called Wandems, terrorize the population. Towns have become medieval
fortresses: country dwellers have turned
their farms into armed cmnps protected
by electronic surveillauce devices and. lf
they can afford them, hirrd seauity
guards. People travel in convoys to protect themselves from highway robbery.
It is as though the world had suddenly
been plunged into another dark ages.
The most astmdshing thing of all,
howewr, is that society somehow

manages to limp o”. Farmers till the
fields with shotgu”s at the ready; people
still go about their dally business armed
with plastic guns that metal detectors
cannot pick up; and university students.
always on the alert for ndschicf makers,
attend lectures on literature and
philosophy, and presumably graduate
and have careers.
What makes this possible ls a “eat
picec of social engineering: a way has
been devised to predict major outbursts,
and the expected levels of violence are
announced on the radio each day, along
with the news, weather, and pollution
index. When the levels are above a point
deemed to be tolerable. the schools
close, public transport shuts down, and
people stay at home behind their steel
doors and wait for the frenzy outside to
subside. In short. they have learned to

cope with violence in the same stoic way
as they now confront bad weather.
Collins’s hem is John Cobbett, a professor of English at what is “ow the Na-

LAW SSASON was a good one for
Canadian publishing-a state of af-

Robert 0. C&us (Lester & Orpen
Denny@; Willie: A Romances by

fairs that WBPreflected in 1983’s crop
of tirst novels. The year introduced a
number of new namer and interesting
experiments, some of which exe
becoming
increasingly
difficult,
strictly speaking, to classify as tie
tion. But, as is often the case, con-

Heather Robertson (James Lorimer);
The Biggest Modem .Woman oJ the
World, by Susan Swan (Lerla %
Orpcu Dennys); Not Working, by
George Szanto (MacmiUan); and
FIgtow M (I Whati, by Wayne Tcfs

(Twnstone Press).
This year’s panel of judges is
chaired by writer-translator Paul

spicuous on the list of new novelists
are again titers who are experienced
in other forms. Among the finalists
for the eighth annual Books in
Canada Award for Fhst Novels which offers a prize of 81.000 for the
best first novel published in English

in Canada during calendar 1983 are several wlters already widely
rcwgnizcd for their non-fiction or
Plays.
Tbe five titles 0. the short list ex:
Tolembk

.

Leve& OJ violence,
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Wilson, who rc8ularly contributes a
column about fit novels to Books in
Canada. The other judges are:

novel& and short-story writer Matt
Cohen; Da” Moaersky. manager of
Pmspem Books in Ottawa; Leslie
Peterson, book review editor of the
Vancouver Sun; and novelist and
playwright Rachel Wyatt. Their wdiet and comments will be announced
.in a forthcoming issue.0
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tionnl Universi:y in Ottawa. He liver
with his pregnant wife and young son on
the family farm near Amprior and commotes to Ottawa by convoy when the
lcwls of violence pennit. Cobbctt’s
rife, who writes books for children, has
just shot and killed c Wanderer who ws
raping their son, and they me afraid.
with some justice as it turns out, that the
mm’s gang will return to exact revenge.
The story that frames the book is about
hov: Cobbett decls with that threat.
Collins’s real interest, however. is in
hov; people raised in Canada and
educated in c humanist tradition might
behave if peace, order, and good
gowmmcnt were suddenly to collapse.
forcing them to deal with violence
diwztly and personally. without the protection of coddling layers of government
and police.
His characters arc brave but helpless.
ThLy knov; excclly what kind of world
thy cre living in. but they can’t think of
anythins to do about it. Cobbett writes
hamed dlrrcrtations on subjects like
“Moral
Illusions
in Renaissance
Literature”
and discusses “reality
ethics” rith his students: his wife writea
children’s books that turnintogmtesque
parables of reality; commuters tell each
other stories like the Canterbury
pilgrims as they speed through the
hostile countryside. But over cll there
hangs a powerful sense of pcmlyxls that
is more oppressive and more terrifying,
in the end, than the violence. Not only
has the ~ovemmel
lost the till to
gown. but people hcvc lost their vision,
their ability to imagine that life could be
any other way. The biologiccl instinct to
survive is still alive, but otherwise the’
coping is all.
Collins’s writing is vivid, and his story
(apart fmm + cnnoyl~ habit of getting
sidetracked in long pcssages of spcculationl is grippingly told. But the book
has an interesting flaw. if that ls the tight
word for it. Like all anti-utopian novels,
Lerek of Vioknce aspires to be a novel
of ideas. but to work well as such the
most important ideas need to be embeddcd in the substancc of the book. To put
it another wcy, the world in which the
charxters live should be felt cs an lmeinctive
cstenslon of trends already
visible in the present. Superficlclly, this
could appear to be the case, since
violence seems to be on the increase
everywltere. But v/hen you look closely,
most of that violence ls anything but
random. And to suggest that Canada
itself is on the brink of sliding into anarchy - in other words, that its police
forces crc about to give up the ghost sttikes me cs pure literary con&.
I
would say that our problem is just the
opposite, and that the reel danger ls
slipping into a benign and efticiently
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policed bureaucratic dictatorship.
Thll is not a flaw that makes the book
any less interesting to read nor its final
effect any less shattering. But it does
unleash c whole set of questions about
why, to make his story believable and to
explore the theme of individual integrity
and courage in a Canadian context, Collins felt he had to mart M creating a
situation that’is patently unbelievable.
In most other countries in the world,
and ct most other times in human
history, his story would have been entlrely credible without the trappings of

fantcsy, end indeed Collins edges close
to making that point hlmsclf. The same
themes, in fact, are exploited cbnost ad
nwset~m in American movies and
popular fiction - the only diffcrcncc
being that when it comes to doing
something about it, Ameticcns don’t see
themselves 85 being quite so helpless,
either colIcctivcly or lndlvlduclly. All of
whi+ makes me feel that Collins’s book
tells us more. in cn oblique way, about
the cbscncc of strong. popular literary
archetypes in Canada tbcn it does about
present social trends.0

hV TRANSLATION

Grace under pressure: in Hungary’s
short stories, if not in the Ukraine’s folk tales,
there is art to be found in artlessness

By PAUL STuE?VIE

IS TRANSLMION POSSIBLE?No, but if
we’re going to experience the world at its
fullest it needs to be attempted +yway,
cs editor John Robert ColomboY afterword to George Faludy’s Learn This
Poem of Mine by Heart (I-Ioumlow
Press, $8.95 paper) cotw~tly arguer. The
several trcnslctors involved in this sdection from Fclody’s writings in Hungarian
from 1937 to 1980 have dealt with an extremely wide range of material in an
eauallv disoamte variety of ways. but
&I total of their eiTorts lswa~conslstently interesting and often very affecting volume.
Fcludv’s ooetw derivea much of its
pOwa from the- struggle to preserve
humanistic v&nx in an incrash&
totalitarian world. This k most evident
in poems such cs “Starving,”
which
desaibe life under fascist and cotnmunlst regimes, where ldeallsts are
foxed to become realists in the ultimate
test of the concentration camp:

tie

TheJletz are doing somersmdts.
And bnnquetdng upon my member.
Why do I hold fast 10 such ktxury ifems
In whir Iabour camp? Tomorrow I will
Ihmw II mwy.

fwri

Love? Bmuty? Freedom f-m
Good only/or drams. Iyawn.
.?+ pelvic bone hurls like broken glass.
To sit ir terrible To stand .is belter.

But Faludy’s insistence upon
the measure also requires that
&mu such less dramatic and yet
even more pervasive phenomena
so-called proof industrial
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tion, whllh rcndcrs our cltles “Concrete, glass cud m&l/on
the outside.
Inside
we will have/nightmares.
claustrophobia and fecr”~‘I Play Chess
with an Arab Professor”). His values
transcend polltlcal specifieitles end seek
to remind us of the attractions of a
world where “There would be long
walks, crcfts,/Impectmiousncrs
would
be cppreciated,/As it had been upon c
time” (“Some Lines on the State of the
IJnivasC”).
In contemporary

North A.ine.rlcan
society such notions often stand for
nothing more than a kind of sentimental
nost&ia for a world that “ever was, but
in Fcludy’s ease they represent a solid
core of ideals and visions forged in some
of oui time’s most traumatic cxpericnas. I&am Thip Poem of Mine by
He&
charts the dudopntent
of these
principles in verse that harries the truth
with exhilcmting pcsslon, and faces consequences - including the author’s candidly confessed incdeqoacies - with the
classic courage of gmce under pressure.
Accordii
to recent press reports,
Hungary’s rulers now have decided to
tolerate a wider freedom of culhual expression in exchange for crtlsts’ tacit
cgrccmcnt not to engcgc in unsanctioned
political
activity.
The contents
of
Kiungarhn Short Stories, edited by Paul
Vamai (Exile Editions, S9.95 paper),
cedcinly exhibit a much more astringent
brand of social criticism than do similar
anthologies
from other Eastern-bloc
counttics, and there’s little evidence of
direction from higher authority.
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The 15 stories are of a very bll standard. The book opens with Peter
Dobai’s “Mondays and Kitchens,”
which combines poignant, naturalistic
slicer af life with a baton-passing narradre strategy reminiscent of the great
Austrian writer Heimito van Dodemr.
Ferenc Kminthy’s two conuibutions,
“Requiem” and “The Bbthday of Bmil
Dukich,” make eve” subtler use of
naturalislic techniques in conveying
broad social landscape0 thmugh tirstperson narrators, and Tibor D&Y’s
“The Circus” ls a beautiful, dreamll
tale recounted in a magiwedist mode.
For light relief, Gy6rgy Moldova’s “Tha
Sixth Book of Moses” brings the pmphct back to a less than understanding
reception from the publishing industry.
\s;hose tinal verdict on the Ten Commandments is “needs work.”
The impact of the anthology as a
v:hole ca” perhaps best be indicated by
comparlry it to the Penguin and Oxford
collections of Canadian stories, with
which it shares the format of one or two
escellem stories from each of the cou”try’s major authors. Hun@rian Short
So&s
is a delightful gathering of “nfamiliar and exceptionally worthwhile
witing that will richly reward readers
wilting to venture off the beaten track.
Ma&o Vcwhok was a 19th~century
Ukmbdan vxlter whose graphic tales of
life under serfdom are considered one of
her people’s litezmy treasures, but Pm
afraid that Ulrmini”” Folk Stories,
edited by H.B. Timothy and translated
by N. Peden-Popil (Western Producer
Prairie Books, $19.95 cloth, $13.95
paper), doesn’t substantiate this mputation. This is artless, dreary, Ilatly “a+
rmed fiction that may be of smne ethnographic value - “rich in folklore
elements” ls how the editor puts it bur is othenvlse bereft of literary values.
There is such a thi”g as the artistic
“se of mtlessness, as several contrlbutionr to Hungarian Shorf SIories
denmnstrate, but such sheer artlessness
as this might better be allowed to rest in
the vast potter’s fti
of fmB”tte”
literature.
Guemkr Editions in Montreal continues its noteworthy series of bilingual
editions with the French/English texts of
&oi de Gmndmont’s First Secrets and
Other Poems, translated by Daniel
Sloats ($7.95 paper), and the late
Quebecoir writer’s gently rhythmic
cadences come acmss vary well in
transladon. Since this is precisely the
sort of poetry that gets drowned out by
m”re strident voices, I’ll quote “Summer Beauty” in its entirety:
Slight soundr o/morning.
L&h1 sounds from /arms.
soft c/arrer of hooves
on Ike smny rocrdr.
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juries we also try to fti

Simple and straightforward - that is,
until the fmal image resonantly captures
the mysterious, meditative mood so
“uietlv but firndv established by what
&ec& it. Gran&“t’s poetry-is alive
with ears to csten he off&s a sensuous
and subtle music. 0

YOURJANUARY
LSSUE
carried a” article
by George Woodcock in which he twice
refers to the “c.sslIicatlon” of the
Canada Council.
He has examined the manbersbip of
our juries for senior grants in writing
over the past three years and discovered
that every juror was “palpably a
member of the arrived establishment.”
Althbugh the youngest juror was 44, the
jurors’ average age was 59. In each jury
them were hvo me” and one woman.
1 wish it were possible to pick a jury
whose composition would not be open
to attack on some ground or other. The
staf[ mwnber whose job it is to assemble
juries mast take into account a long list
of desirable qualifications. First and
most important is the mmpetence of
each juror. Woodcock has “““thing to
say against the literary credentials or the
personal integrity of the eight people involved.”
Then there am almost always problems of availability. Many .obvio”sly
qualified potential jurors, such as
Woodcock himself, decline to serve on
juries as a matter of prbmiple, or cannot
free themselves for jury meetings.
we strive to achieve many different
kinds of balance withlhin
a jury membership. It is de&able to include jurors who
are particularly familiar with diffuent
types of writing, who c”me fmm different parts of the country, and who are
of different sexes (although in any three
person jury there will be a sexual imbalance one way or the other). In many
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jurors of
different age groups.
There is one other important c”“sideration that we must keep in mind:
the fedlngs of those titers who are being judged. In the case of our grants for
senior writers, all the applicants must
have made a substsntial contribution to
their discipline over a “umber of years.
While them may be writers who have a
different attitude, and Woodcock may
be cme of them, most of the writers who
fall into this category prefer to be judged
by other writers who have the same
qualitications. Many writers who hava
already publlshed a large “umber of
books would be outraged to discover
that they were being judged by someone
who had published only one or two
books and p%sat a much earlier stage in
his or her career. It is because we feel wa
must respect this widely shamd sentiment that our juries for senior w&s
are composed of other senior titers.
Had Woodcock looked at a complete
fit of jurors, including those for “B,”
short-term, project cost, and travel
grants, he would have found a much
larger “umber of young people. For example, the six jurors who have just adjudicated short-term, project cost, a”d
travel grants were all under 40. (poti of
thm were women, two me”.)
While I recognize that msiticatio” ls a
danger against which any institution
must guard itself, 1 do not believe that
the symptom cited by Woodcock
s”pp”rts his diagnosis.
Timothy Porteous
Director, the Canada Council
Ottawa
For art’s sake
M~.~IAELTAFTS
comments (January) on
Gwff Hanmck’s review of rece”t books
on Canadian folk art (November) am, IU
he says, those of a “professional fdlklorlst.” Folklore cmm”t be equated with
folk art. Folklore is a” attribute of folk
art - a part of it, but not the whole
thing. Art is performed by ardsts, folk
art is performed by folk artists. and
folklore is perfommd by folklorists.
Taft says: “I spend much of my time
trying to show how items of foILlore are
onI* meaningful if understood in the
context of contemporary Canadian
culture.” Although there is not much to
quarrel with in that statenmnt, the rrmalider of his remarks indicate that he
wishes the rest of the world would stop
regarding folk art as “art” to be admired on its own merits, as is the case l”
any other sryle of art. Aesthetic cri.terla
are not based on the racial origin and
so&l Livingconditions of the artist.
The “eontextual approach” to folk
art, so much admired by TaR, csn apply
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rewriting of Ralph Waldo Emerson’s
“The Rhodora”:

only to a relstively small amount of folk
art, because mat
early folk Brt ls
anonymous, unsigned, and often suspect
as to area of origin. Museums that 80
quire folk art insist on * prowmnce
with pieces they purchase, thus creating
a wswd interest for dealers to provide
the de&d
information. To deal with
folk an on B contextual basis, and to
have creditability,
a book would be

prompts us to wonder, as word prow+
sing equipment becomes more and mOre
popular, whether writers are finding the
program language “user friendly” Or
still in computerese. WiU critica of future

limited tO the discussion of the works of
livblp folk artists, plus a few ritems

generations
weightas”?

from the past of which a complete and
true pmrenance is available. This is the
case for the book so hiily
admired by
Hancock. Les Patenleu.r du Qudbec.
rhich deals only with the yard art of
living artins.
Blake A. McKendry
Elginburg. ODt.

birtherr”?
Contestants are invited to
compose glossaries of literary terms as
they might be mangled into computer
jargon. The pjze is 525, and an additional $25 goes to Ron Robiison of
Winnipeg for the idea. Deadline: April
I. Address: CanWit No. 91, Books in

The Beaver
On being asked, Wbenrc is the bavrrl
In May. when ao-win&&-c&
our

Canada,

be known
BB “worthOr authors BB “book-

366

Slreet

Adelaide

East.

Toronto MSA 3x9.
UO and ‘they’
BOBBLACLBURN
and Barbara J. Mac&y
are both mistaken. I” hi “English, Our
English”
of November,
Blackburn
claims fhat writers have been driven t0
“abominations”
such as “If a person
vants to do something badly, they will
find a ray.” because they have been
“ccwa-V’ by the feminist movement. In
beerletter in the January issue, in reply to
Blackbum. MaeKay states that this use
of “they” is an attempt to wercmne the
se.sism in language. Both assume that
th use of singular “they” is a recent attempt
to change the language.
Blackburn mentions only “wrivriters
of the
past decade or so:’ What about writers
rho used singular “they” prior to the
current feminist revival? Were John
Ruskin, Henry Fielding, and William
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lnH6 DYEIIWHBLMlNGresponsz tD our
search for beavers in 19th~century
poetry has confimed
our belief that
many of the wrld’s
mt
poets drew
their early inspiration
from C&or

canadensis. The winner is Eileen Morris
of

North

Burnaby,

B.C.,

for

her

Shalwxare
“cowd”
by the feminists
of thei; day?
In realits. simmlar “lhev” is awthinc!
bur P fekini~
attempt
tD change
English. The usage is much older than
the notion fhat it is ungrammatical, and
it ha survived in spite of continuous attempls over the past two and a half cen-

turies to change the language in favOur
of w-called generic “be.” (For the
history of these attempts to change
English see AM Bodine, “Andocenvism in Prewiptive Grammar: Singular

‘They’. Sex-indetinite ‘He’, and ‘He Or
She’,” Lm~gurrge in Society, No. 4,
1975.)
I support efforts to correct sexist
features of language, but the “se of
singular “they” is not an attempt to
change language. It is a refusal t0 give in
t0 long and concerted attempts to
change the language. Anyone, including
Blackburn, who thinks they can cow us
inm stop using singular “they” should
ralx a lessan from history.
Howrd Smtt
Montreal
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Will’f pleaseyou So end sfmke rhe
@I? I hod

While Ipondered week and w-my,
Owr meny 1111
odd and chewedbrooch
upon rhefwesIJ7Oor.
ll’bile I ponderednewly ~a@&
Suddenly,f/we comeo mrping.
As cgmdenl /eer upon II nwry store.
77s some beewr, I very qu;ck&
urrered,

NON-FICTION
The depth ozpnxrion OJils Jemcione
prmu.
Upon mys@f
if bwmd (and leap1full8
sreedy
A, ow naked IhmoI. faoes shornand
A;;;med

as if would maim me. ifir

So, I. &e in hood. swock. So. jwr
rhe/llsr
Ayz,o,pe,
and sbvke II fhur. Sir.
Eebwly. lbe homersswoopeddown.
Vainly, :be.vv/irrcd
lbe low*.
Wbh bLwwr pells @ lciderenown.
Soddenly there wereoo more.
Beaversdied by lhe score,
OJnorlonolsymbofs,we will hme
jeer one,
i-be mooselrfioe, buf WClShe
o loll.
Quorh Ihe Beever. ”Newmzo~. ”
- W. Ritchie Benedict. Calgary

SUI yesardqv Ipw
il in rhoI spot.
- Diane M. Stuart, Vaomuv@r

The Pondlover
By GerardManley
HopkIm
I wnrchr lhir madly muochinb?
mommol, vomcio~
a9 mominS’s moosler, maple-owner
CQVOT
In hir forey
On lhe nwnlonJO~LNup before him
knotty wood. and owqy
Hied home. weddllw weI& 011webbed
Joor. brood foil ospbay
Te-/fllled in&om! IIIM down. down
1nospmY
Ae oo arm’s elbow bendsbock in
ChuS+l&: one more WI/ /or chez
Lui. held by mesh mud. My tin
horny
Wenl/or (I mdem - rhe achieveo/.
Ibe mesreryoJ Lhething, eh?

My Last ur%er
By Robert Browning
Th&s nry lea barer n&-d ro Ibe
IWl/
Loo!dw a5 V ir wre olive. I toll
Tboffur e wooderoow: roxidermiw
Workedbusily o wek3 nod there il
wisrs.

0 ryr camdensirl
-

Stephen Elliott, Peterborough, Ont.
MY lieart Lalps up
By Wfllinm Wordsworth

Classified rates: $6 per ‘line (40
characters to the line). Deadline: first of
the month for Issue datsd followlng
month. Address: Books In Canada Claw
Ifled, 389 Adelaide Street E@st,Toronto
M5A 3x9. Phone: (415)3635425.
CASH PAID FOR PENOUIN paperback%
good condillon. Gall Wilson Bookseller,
198 Queen W.. Toronto. 598-2024.
OLD AND RARE BOOKS. CanadIana
Catalogues.
Herltsge Books, 566
Palmerston Ave.. Toronto. Ontarlo MBG
USED f_AW BOOKS. 30 day free @x@mInatlon. Write J.L Heath, 58 Isabella St.
1;105,Toronto M4X lN3.0220849.
~.IVSTIC TESTAMENT. Shirley meres@
L@wls’ IIfy Quarrel w/G? Mye.olf, poetry,
93 pp.. $4.95, Phoenix Press, BOX 12,
Georgetown Ont. L7G 4Tl. “I was moved
by her expressfv@n@ss” James
Rcaney. Adds Northrop Frye: ‘I... @
remarkable lntelllgence and an extra.
ordlnsry personallty.. a” astonlshlngly
compressed prooess of development.. .
The poetry that she dld have time to
low@ bshlnd her r@fl@otsnot only her
glltedness but her courage both to live
and to die with B rare lntenslty.”
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de B@wn) won the Prix F*nina in 1982.
The honour was well-deserved.
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My heor; @IS up whenI behold
A bemw oo II nickel:
So II wee whm. es (I Boy,

A nbzkelbought

a wcrrllh oJ /ox
So ir is now when I mn old.
The’
the coin’s oaf worth o pickle!

The Child b Parher oJlhe Moo;
And I weld w&h Iho& wherefive
CeMsir.
T%ill alwaysbe embo&d wirh Cesbw
canedenrl.
- Kenneth W. Moore, Ssskatoon

THE EDITORS

RECOMMEND

ma FULLCW~NO Canadian books were
r@vi@wdin the previous issue of BooRs
in Canada. Our recommendations don’t
pecessarily reflect the reviews:
FItXION
IO theShadowof the Wind. by Anne Ii4brrt.

translated from the French by Shefta
Firchman. Stoddart. Hebert once again
prisesopen the unimaginablefu BII wle.
brilliantly elusivenovel that (asLee Few

_._________._

hdb,2 froomLeft to Bfght: One M&s
PolItical History, by H.S. Fem.%University of Tomnlo Press.Ferns’siruigbts fmo
totalkarlanismmay not be as profound =
those of Hannah Amull or Oeow
Orwell, but they arepractical, penetrating.
and valuable.They eucourr&e@sto believe
that private conscfenceand perronal
rcrponribility can still be essendalfactors
in polkics.
POETBY
Settlements.by David Donnell, McClelland
a Stewart. At limu expansively prow.
Donnell cream the kind of la.oguagewe
hearspokeneveryday. bur carried by the
force of emotion and will to @tevel tbal
commonpoetscould hardly rench.

BOOKS RECENED

~~t.unw~o Canadian books have
been received by Books in Canada in
recent weeks. Inclusion in this lit doer
not preclude a review or notice in a
future issue:
THE

AND THE WINNER IS

. . .

The eighth annual Books in Canada Award for First Novels

SPOTLIGHT

ON DRAMA

Our annual review of the year’s theatre publications
By Richard Plant

AFTER THE STORM
A review of Elizabeth Spencer’s The Salt Line
By Leon Rooke
Plus reviews of new books by Mary Meigs, Lionel Kearns,
Mordecai Richler, and an interview with David Cronenberg

Available in better
bookstores everywhere
or delivered directly
to your home.
Ten times a year.
Shouldn’t you subscribe now?
-------------------------! Yes. I’d like 10 subscribe 10 Books in Conodo
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Novels, biographies, poetry, collections of short stories, humour,
fine art, cookbooks and books by your favourite authors.. .
Choose from any of these popular paperbacks.
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